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ello and welcome to the very first digital issue of Dark Side, which I hasten to add
is a supplement to the print magazine and will NEVER replace it. I say this up front
because I’ve had a few letters from disgruntled readers who either don’t have that
new fangled thing called the internet or feel that this is just the thin end of the wedge
in our underhand plans to go completely digital and save on those enormous printing fees.
Trouble is, now we’ve done this first Digital DS I’m a bit frustrated that I can’t have a printed
copy of it, because it looks so darn good, as always!
Ultimately, of course, we’d love to print the mag on a monthly basis, and the advent of Dark
Side Digital actually brings us a step closer towards this. It’s a way of testing the water to see
if we can produce the mag monthly without any loss in quality and as always you will be the
judge of that. We’re also keen to introduce the mag to a wider readership overseas. This current
incarnation of The Dark Side is only distributed in the UK, though we do have quite a lot of
subscribers abroad. If we get enough digital purchasers in the USA then we’ll probably expand
our print distribution there, and other places of course.
For our first DS Digital we’re playing fairly safe and serving up some interesting features on
popular horror classics such as The Thing and The Shining. Retro buffs can also enjoy a lengthy
look at the classic movie monsters of Universal, and we’ve also had the opportunity to round
up more DVD releases to review which might otherwise have slipped through the cracks. To
be honest this first issue has been a little bit of a slog because me deciding to give it a shot
coincided with a vast amount of freelance work coming my way working on newspapers and
other consumer magazines.
My good friend and designer Kevin was also involved in this so both he and I had to rush, rush,
rush to get DS Digi done and now we’re going like the clappers putting together the Christmas
issue of Dark Side, which will be a Scream Queens special. That will hit shops on the 27th of
December but subscribers may get theirs on Christmas Eve!
Some readers have been asking if it is possible to subscribe to Digital DS as you can the print
issue, but we don’t want to go down that route until we see exactly how many of you out there
pay to look at this Digi issue. That will pretty much determine how we proceed in the future.
The way I see it is that this digital mag should provide a nice adjunct to the print version, and
bring us in more readers in the process. Our Dark Side readership has been growing in leaps and
bounds of late and we’ve noticed that readers seem to prefer the retro British stuff. Our Hammer
and Amicus issues were neck and neck our most popular and we’d be silly not to carry on with
such coverage. We’re already planning issues on Tigon, AIP (who made lots of movies in the UK),
and Pete Walker. I also quite fancy doing a whole mag looking at a host of truly obscure Brit
terror tales like The Hand of Night, The Appointment, The Lake and Where Has Poor Mickey Gone?
I used to have an 8mm print of the latter, a neat little British programmer starring Alf Garnett
himself, Warren Mitchell as a magician who is terrorised by a group of ‘Teddy Boy’ thugs - one of
whom is played by John Challis, aka ‘Boycie’ from Only Fools And Horses! He persuades them to
take part in a vanishing act routine, which really does make them disappear, one by one! Would
love to see this again, but probably stand little chance.
Anyway, enough rambling for now.
Let me finish by mentioning that this first issue has mainly been possible through the
generous sponsorship of www.hemlockbooks.co.uk, www.dragondark.co.uk,
www.movietyme.com and www.cult-labs.com, and you will see links to all these invaluable sites
below. Have fun. See you in W.H. Smiths in about four weeks and remember this: Never tell a
man with a chainsaw that he has bad breath. Allan Bryce.
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Interview

through the eyes of a

Madman
Lorenzo Ricciardi interviews the key crew members behind the
gory new remake of Joe Spinell’s Maniac - including director
Franck Khalfoun and writer/producer Alexandre Aja.

A

visually fearless, brutally violent, psychologically complex and gruesomely horrific
trip into the sick mind of a killer, the new
version of William Lustig’s exploitation classic Maniac
is shot entirely from the serial killer’s point of view. Not
just a remake, it’s a ‘reinvention’, a reinterpretation of
the 80’s cult movie considered by many to be the most
suspenseful, grim and gory slasher movie ever made.

Interview with Franck Khalfoun (Director)
It’s the second time you’ve worked with Alexandre
Aja. Did you accept immediately when he asked you to
direct the movie?
Yes, we have a very creative collaboration and I knew I
would have a lot of freedom to do something special.
Alex is a wonderful producer who is full of ideas and
who understands production. But most of all, as a
director, he respects the vision another director may
have and does everything he can to help find the
solutions needed to bringing that vision to life, although
I was very apprehensive about a remake. Especially the
remake of what is considered a classic in the genre.
It was definitely a trendsetter in horror which is why is
was important for me to do something equally original
and distinctive. I knew I had strong concept so I wasn’t
too worried about being compared to the original. And
anyway the pressure of shooting a movie on time and
on budget was enough.

Opposite:
Elijah Wood as
the scalping
psycho in
Maniac (2012)

Were you involved in the writing of the screenplay?
Yes. The direction of this film was so radical that I had
to make many changes to the script while at the same
time keeping the story intact. I wanted to pay homage
to Joe Spinell’s performance more than anything. It’s
what grabbed me in the original. Even after the horrible
things Frank did, I felt sorry for him. I though this would
play especially well with direction of my version. It was
important to feel empathy for the character especially if
we are going to “be” the character.
Why did you choose to shoot all the movie from the
killer’s POV?
I wanted to get a glimpse into the mind of the serial
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killer. Or at least try to see things from his perspective.
As an audience member you want the story to
move forward, but seen from the POV you are also
participating in the killing and there is nothing you can
do about it.
The uncontrollable urge to kill is something that
almost all serial killers have talked about and something
that we get to share though the way this story is told.
The most difficult thing about shooting POV is that
you don’t get to see the protagonist. Also, creating
fear and tension becomes challenging since you always
know where the killer is. I don’t think the audience will
think about this particular choice. The lights, the design,
the direction and the acting share one common goal:
to immerse the audience into the story so they may
experience a new sensation which they could not have
imagined.
How hard was editing this movie? What were the main
difficulties?
It was an unorthodox script, and unorthodox shoot, and
so the editing too was very unorthodox. Shooting an
entire film from the POV means no coverage. Therefore
the editing became a tool to convey emotion and feeling
more that anything else.
Are there any funny anecdotes you can give me about
things that happened on the set?
My sister came to visit the set and left her 6-year-old son
outside. It was a gory day and obviously not suited for
children. A few minutes later a van full of scalped women
arrived on set and strolled by my nephew who burst into
tears with fear...

Interview with Alexandre Aja and Gregory
Levasseur (Writers and Co-Producers)
What was your reaction when Thomas Langmann told
you he wanted to ‘reinvent’ that movie?
AA: I was a bit hesitant to remake a film that I already
thought was a classic. I’ve been a huge fan of William
Lustig’s original Maniac for a long time and I was very
excited, but I couldn’t imagine doing it without Bill
Lustig’s approval and support. Thomas pushed for me

Maniac

to meet Bill so we met him in Paris. It so happened that
he’d seen High Tension and noticed my references to
his work, and he was moved. Although he shared an
initial hesitation to remake his most well-known film, he
really liked High Tension. After a long talk, he was very
supportive confident that if I was in charge, our remake
would be faithful to the original. So he gave us his trust.
GL: I was first sceptical because Maniac is a cult
movie and I couldn’t see how to remake it. Joe Spinell
has such a big influence in the film. It was difficult to
imagine a new maniac, and with Alex we didn’t want
to spoil the original. We had to think about it. And
after a while we decided to do it because we found
out it could be interesting to see another maniac
with a different character. To not go in the Joe Spinell
character was suddenly very intriguing.
Why did you decide to not direct the movie, and why
did you choose Franck Khalfoun as a director?
AA: I was developing another movie called Cobra,
which is an epic space adventure film, so I had to
juggle a few projects at the same time. But I also feel
like I’ve become too comfortable with the genre and
wanted to infuse some new directing blood to shake
up conventions. I enjoy working as a producer which
sometimes gives me more creative liberty and freedom
to take risks without the responsibility of a director.
The first Maniac is a masterpiece, very original in its
time and still one of the most celebrated horror movies.
How much pressure did you have to get it right?
AA: I wouldn’t say Greg and I felt much pressure
because we really honoured and paid homage to the
original in many ways. It was quite a shock for fans
that we cast Elijah Wood against type, and to add the
camera POV on top of that just added a disturbing
degree of realism, complacency and empathy. Bill
was not entirely convinced about these choices at the
beginning, and so he had to take a great leap of faith
-but when he came on set and met Elijah - he was
convinced we made the right decision.
GL: It’s for that reason we took a lot of time to accept
to make it. The pressure was there because it’s still a
remake and people love the original but we had a totally
different character in mind and we knew at the end
it would be very difficult to compare both. We didn’t
try to play the disgusting and repulsive part of Frank
because Joe Spinell interprets it so well that is just
impossible to recreate this character, so we went totally
in the opposite direction to have a new approach.
You both wrote the screenplay together as usual. How
long did it take to complete it, and what were the
main difficulties you ran into?
AA: It took us about 3 months to write a first draft,
but then we rewrote and polished it for the next year.
The challenges we encountered were mostly how to
reinvent new kills and create memorable ways to scalp.
The other challenge was working around the original
setting - New York, which was a character unto itself
but has become more sanitised and crime-free in the
last few decades and has lost the vibe of films like Taxi
Driver, Mean Streets or Midnight Cowboy.
So in order to bring back the gritty spirit, we had to
rewrite the script to take place in the abandoned and
neglected parts of downtown Los Angeles. It was also
difficult to figure out how to surmount the level of fear
in the original movie. We really wanted to keep the “so
close-so far” feeling it had with Frank Zito - to feel close
The DarkSide DIGITAL 5
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Above:
Elijah Wood as
the pov killer
in Maniac. And
as another
seriously
disturbed
individual in Sin
City

to the killer and yet to not understand
his actions. While the original film wasn’t
too specific about his backstory, we tried
to develop this more by explaining the
neglect he suffered during his childhood
and the twisted relationship with his
mother, to build empathy and shed some
kind of light on his motives.
GL: We had a first draft very quickly.
The structure was very close to the
original and our new take on the
character made it all work very well.
We worked a lot on the characters and
Frank’s relationship with his mother.
That was one of the missing points
in the original movie, it had a lack of
information about Frank’s life.
What did you want to keep from the
original movie at all costs and what did
you want to change or ‘update’?
AA: In Lustig’s movie, Joe Spinell
portrayed a kind of repulsive, fat, greasy,
sweating ogre, who was very physical
and strong. I thought it’d be interesting
to go in the other direction and come
up with a kind of “Norman Bates”
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character – a very elegant, skinny man
who seems to come from another era.
He also reminds me of Terence Stamp in
The Collector – he has a pale beauty that
made him very attractive. So obviously
angel-faced Elijah Wood was a natural
choice.
GL: The scalp and the mannequins
were a really good background and
completed very well the Frank’s repulsion
about women. We decided obviously to
keep it. We developed those ideas trying
to make a link between his past and
his mother and his neurosis. Almost all
the killing scenes are cult in the original
movie so it was very hard to find new
ones as good. The shotgun scene with
the head exploding is so great that even
today with all the CGI tools you can’t
do better than Tom Savini’s work. So we
decided to not do it. Same thing with the
subway scene that we already remade in
High Tension as a tribute. At the end we
changed all the killing scenes and I think
it’s a good choice if we want to surprise
the audience.

Why did you choose to shoot all the
movie in POV? What was the most
difficult challenge?
AA: We decided to shoot the movie
in POV in order to tell the story from
the killer’s standpoint and to remain
inside his head. This helps create that
“too close - too far” feeling I mentioned
earlier and takes voyeurism to a whole
different level.
In all my previous films, I’ve always
tried to be on the victim’s side, so that
the audience may relate to the victim.
Maniac is the first movie where we
take the opposite stand. But I wanted
to be on the side of someone you can
empathise with, and so I didn’t want
Elijah’s character to be the ultimate
arch-villain nor the ultimate victim, but
something in between.
When you look at actual serial killers,
you realize that they sometimes look
like you and me and you’d rather they
were monstrous instead of being human,
because then it means that you could be
a serial killer as well.
That’s where the empathy comes from.
The biggest challenges were choreographing and blocking the scenes with
Maxime our DP, Elijah, Elijah’s stand-in
and his stunt double - so we had up to
four Frank Zitos on set at one time. But
it was an incredibly rewarding creative
experience, especially for Maxime who
would try to be as realistic as possible
with his camera movements to replicate
what Elijah envisioned his character
would do.
GL: The script was written in first
person but it was only during the preproduction we decided to make the
movie entirely in POV. It was almost
natural and was another reason to
not be compared to the original. The
entire movie seen through the eyes of
a psychopath - there is no other horror
movie like this.
I think this idea changes the

Maniac

perception of the maniac in the movie
and that’s also why I think Elijah Wood
agreed to do it. He saw the challenge in
it. The problem with the idea of the POV
is the reaction of the audience. People
think it’s going to move all the time
and change by the end like some found
footage movies.
But Maniac is the opposite, the movie
is very clear, steady and it is a total
immersion in the head of a psycho.
We have even empathy for him and
understand his choice. I think the
audience will love to see new things and
with the POV they will be surprised but
surely not distracted.
In a movie like this one of the most
important points is the photography.
How do you consider the work of
Maxime Alexandre with whom you
worked for the fifth time?
AA: I couldn’t have done this film without
Maxime Alexandre, who’s been my DOP
since 2001 and who’s a close friend of
mine. He’s a full-time cinematographer
now but for this film he was willing to
work as an operator as well. He had to
not only work under Franck Khalfoun’s
direction, but also had to follow Elijah’s
moves and reactions in a complicated
danse macabre. He also had some great
ideas on how to vary the look of the
movie and work with many different
lenses, whether baby lens or vintage lens.
We also wanted to have the freedom
to change focal lenses and go from
long shots to closer shots. When Frank
is confident and about to kill, we go

for steady, smooth shots. But when he
loses that confidence, we go for shaky,
handheld camera shots. It all created a
very stylized vision for the film.
What was it like working with Elijah
Wood?
AA: Elijah is one of the most talented
actors I’ve ever worked with, he’s
incredibly thoughtful, analytical,
accepting of new ideas and improvising
on the spot. He was really a joy and one
of my best experiences on a film set yet.
The reflections were incredibly important
moments as his character is afraid of
turning into an inanimate object. There
are scenes in which he sees himself with
mannequin hands and plastic hair, and
by the end of the movie, he transforms
into his ultimate nightmare- a mannequin
himself. Elijah had that kind of “plastic”
beauty of a mannequin, with his pale
complexion and big blue profound eyes.
And at the same time, I knew that he
could be feral and I was interested in
playing on the contrast of someone who
can be charming and shy and who can
jump on you in the next second, stab and
scalp you!
The movie is very violent and contains
some effective bloody special make-up
effects. What was the most difficult
effect to create and shoot?
AA: (Spoiler alerts) Anna’s agent’s
death in the loft apartment was difficult
because she gets scalped alive. The
actress had to play the scene naked, with
the prosthetic on her head, and a special

make-up effects blood rig attached to
her in a sweeping traveling shot. The
scalping is made in one horrifying quick
gesture- so Elijah and the actress had
to play this scene with such realism
and force. I still shudder when I watch
this scene over and over again, it really
is one of the most violent. Elijah’s last
scene was another difficult one - and
a theatrical and absurdist prosthetic
bloodbath. His victims return to get their
vengeance and massacre him in a brutal
way. That’s all I can say for now, but you’ll
have to watch the Behind The Scenes to
see how difficult and crazy it all was!

Above:
Clockwise from
top left: Tom
Savini about
to get his head
blasted in the
original Maniac.
What remains
of it is seen in
the second pic!
Spinell strikes
again in the
original movie
and a terrified
victim is about
to meet a grisly
end in the
remake

Interview with Maxime Alexandre
(Director of Photography)
It’s the fifth time you’ve worked with
Alexandre Aja. Working often with
the same crew helps your work? How
important is it?
Of course, it helps me so much! Working
with a team already proven is more and
more simple, because the relationship
created previously simplifies that
relatively difficult part in which you
need, in the shortest time possible, to
enter into the spirit of a director who
began to work on that project much time
before you read the script for the first
time. Every proposal of the director of
photography has to consider the way it
is interpreted, according to the director’s
character, and identifying those characteristics is one of the most delicate steps
at the beginning of any project for what
about my work. Obviously we are talking
about a real team because both Franck

“ Elijah is one of the most talented actors I’ve ever worked with, he’s incredibly
thoughtful, analytical, accepting of new ideas and improvising on the spot.
He was really a joy and one of my best experiences on a film set yet”
The DarkSide DIGITAL 7
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Above:
Clockwise
from top:
three scenes
from the new
Maniac, Joe
Spinell (also
final pic) meets
a grisly end at
the hands of
his mannequins
in the original
Maniac

Khalfoun and Alexandre Aja are lifelong
friends.
Besides writing the script, what was
Aja’s support as a producer?
Saying that Alexandre Aja is a producer
who leaves all the creativity and freedom
to his director would not be sincere. He
was tremendously present in this movie,
during the pre-production and on the
set, also because the original movie was
always one of his favourite movies and
Haute Tension was inspired by it.

Thomas Langmann and Alexandre Aja,
both fans of the original movie, to be
able to give life to this project. Starting
from this premise, the movie was already
interesting, for me as a director of
photography. Everything was extremely
complicated because every scene is shot
from the point of view of the character, for
that reason you don’t have the chance to
cover the action with another camera or
simply from another angle. By drastically
reducing the shots, we had to concentrate
everything in one image.

You said that Maniac is the most exciting
movie you’ve done so far. Why?
A producer proposing a movie shot
entirely in POV is incredibly brave,
especially in this period. So it’s not
surprising that it took two producers like

What was the most difficult challenge in
your work during the shooting?
The movie itself. Every single scene was
complicated, so it’s difficult for me to
choose one in particular. It has been a
fantastic experience. The work done
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in collaboration with Elijah Wood for
example: every scene was prepared and
repeated with him, then I walked into the
action instead of Elijah with a camera
over my shoulder or with a system called
BodyMount that allowed us to fix it on my
chest so I was able to interact occasionally
with one arm when the space didn’t allow
Elijah to use his two hands. The fantastic
thing is that Elijah was constantly behind
the camera, only intervening with the
dialogue, sometimes to guide me in
some reactions or just feeling his breath
changing, depending on the different
action. Sometimes I hit him violently,
sometimes I was his legs, he his right arm
and the double his left arm. The result?
It’s that Elijah is everywhere in the movie,
not only in the reflections and the mirrors.
Working on this movie was an unique
experience that just a few directors of
photography have had in their careers
and all this wouldn’t have been possible
without Elijah Wood. Shooting from the
point of view of the protagonist requires
an unparalleled collaboration, a character
and a patience out-of-bounds for an actor.
Do you think that the audience will like
this particular choice?
We all were a little bit worried about this
point. For that reason we decided to
choose a delicate way to make the movie
and not add a frenetic dynamism, as
many would have done. That sometimes
makes the audience bored. In my opinion
the directing of Franck Khalfoun, the
pace, the particular shots and the cast
make this movie special and I’m sure that
the audience will appreciate it, without a
shadow of doubt. DSD

Horror Classics

dark side horror classic

HELLRAISER (1987)
Disappointed with the movie adaptations of his
Rawhead Rex and Underworld, Books Of Blood author
Clive Barker made his auspicious directing debut with
this no-holds-barred shocker.
The film was originally to have been called The
Hellbound Heart, after the novella it was based on,
but the studio said this made it sound too much like a
romance. Barker’s new suggestion was Sadomasochists from Beyond the Grave, which didn’t go down well
either. Legend has it that he asked the production team
for suggestions, prompting a sixty-year-old female
crew member to offer up What a Woman Will do for a
Good Fuck. Not bad, actually, but what would they have
called all the sequels?
The story, of course, is about a group of hellish
creatures called Cenobites, summoned forth from
Hell by a sinister puzzle box known as “The Lament
Configuration.”
Sean Chapman is skinned alive and ripped to pieces
by the demons for meddling with the box. But he
is accidentally brought back to life as a macabre
decomposed figure when drops of blood are spilled
on his remains.
He then convinces his sexually frustrated
sister-in-law/lover Clare Higgins to murder men
so he can use their blood to regain his human
form. The creepy Bob Keen special effects are
stunning, but it’s the story and performances that
really hook your interest.
Higgins is magnificent and more than makes
up for the rather feeble contribution of Andy
Robinson (better known as Scorpio, the psycho
sniper in Dirty Harry) as her bland American hubby.
Robinson has a truly gruesome final scene and it
was he who convinced Clive Barker to replace the
scripted line, “Fuck you,” with the line actually shot,
“Jesus wept.”
The film has the feeling of a sleazy Pete Walker
shocker about it in the scenes where Higgins picks up
men in bars and leads them home to the slaughter.
A modern day masterpiece, spoiled only very slightly
by the foolish decision to lumber everyone in this
British-shot movie with mock-American accents.
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We now have stock of most of our legendary Dark Side books.
All are 164-pages, printed on glossy high quality paper, and
packed with rare full colour posters and stills. All titles apart
from Fantasy Females can be ordered either by PayPal from our
website at www.thedarksidemagazine.com or by cheque to our
editorial address. USA purchasers please add postage of £5.
THE ORIGINAL VIDEO NASTIES
A collector’s guide to the most horrifying films ever banned. This 164-page, full
colour book contains the original full-size sleeves for every one of the 74 movies
that earned themselves a feel of the collar from the local constabulary. Every
beautifully reproduced sleeve is accompanied by full cast and credits and running
time and a concise and informative review. There are also features on the history of
the Nasties phenomenon. Price £20 inc postage.
VIDEO NASTIES 2:
A PICTORIAL GUIDE TO MOVIES THAT BITE
Following on from the incredible sell-out success of the original VIDEO NASTIES
book, the second volume contains a further gloriously lurid collection of all the
original full-size video sleeves. This picture-packed volume really is the last word on
the nasties phenomenon and includes an introductory feature putting the history
of video censorship in context. Most of these films cannot be found in any other
reference book, and this limited edition publication is a real collector’s piece.
Price: £20 inc postage.
SEDUCTION OF THE GULLIBLE
The video nasties scare was one of the more memorable, and unbelievable, media
sensations of the 1980s. The influx of cheap foreign sex and gore shockers outraged
the tabloids and the chattering classes, and led ultimately to the Video Recordings
Act, which made Britain’s already strict censorship laws some of the strongest in
Europe. John Martin runs down the whys and wherefores of the entire scandal, and
categorises the nasties, from Absurd! to Zombie Creeping Flesh. Price: £20 inc
postage.
CANNIBAL
This is an ultimate consumer guide, a glorious full-colour celebration of the cannibal
movie - an extended critical essay packed with gore-spattered stills, fascinating
video nasty history and a full glossary of movies. John Martin presents a glorious
full-colour romp through the world of the cannibal flick, detailing in chronological
order the history and ethos of this most extreme of extreme cinemas.
Price: £20 inc postage.
BLOOD &  BLACK LACE
Style, sex and savagery are the main ingredients
of Italian giallo cinema, and you won’t find a better
reference book to the genre than this cutting edge
volume entertainingly and informatively written
by Adrian Luther Smith. In full colour and lavishly
illustrated throughout, it’s an
essential purchase for anyone
interested in the darker side of
Italian exploitation cinema. Price:
£20 inc. postage.

How To Order

FANTASY FEMALES
Meet the girls of your screams!
Fantasy Females is a glorious,
picture-packed celebration of the movie world’s femme fatales.
It’s the place to look to find Bad Girls, Bond Girls, Cave Girls,
Cult Heroines, Hammer Vamps, Porn Starlets and much more.
Legendary actresses interviewed include Barbara Steele, Asia
Argento, Laura Gemser, Dyanne Thorne, Linda Blair, Martine
Beswick and Caroline Munro.
Price: £25 inc postage. *Please note that we have very limited
stock of this title (around 100 books!) First come first served!

YES, I wish to order a fabulous Dark Side book (Please tick which book you require and how many you would like)
TITLE
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VIDEO
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OF THE GULLIBLE

CANNIBAL			

No: OF BOOKS  

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £
Made payable to Ghoulish Publishing Ltd.
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Address:
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Postcode:
Simply send the details asked for on this form together with the payment to:
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Interview

examples

E

ver since sneaking into a
screening of The Shining
and 10 minutes later running
out in terror, director
Rodney Ascher has been obsessed with
Stanley Kubrick’s film. For much of his
life he’s analysed it over and over again,
finding hidden meanings and subtext
everywhere. Then when he posted an
essay on his Facebook page he found he
wasn’t alone when it comes to having a
theory about the film. Dark Side spoke
to him on his recent visit to the UK about
what it is that makes so many people
obsess about perhaps Kubrick’s most
famous film.

Opposite:
Jack Nicholson
as Jack
Torrance in The
Shining

What was the appeal of The Shining
over any other film?
Well, Tim Kirk, who’s the producer of the
film, e-mailed me out of the blue about
my online analysis of the film, and I was
just immediately fascinated. You know
sometimes when you buy a new book or
record there’ll be a place on your shelf
that it’s just waiting for, and it was kind
of like that.
I was so ready to plunge into the world
of analysing The Shining. I’d done a
project a couple of years before where I’d
interviewed people who’d had childhood
phobias about a TV logo.(The S from
Hell). People’s analysis of The Shining
seemed like it could be an interesting
follow up.
I’ve always loved The Shining since I
was frightened out of the theatre when
I was a little kid having snuck into it at
the age of 10, and it was a world that I
would be more than happy to spend two
years just analysing in microscopic detail.
Along the way we would sort of take side
detours to say, ‘Is The Shining the best
sort of film to do this for?’ And we would
find writing and analysis and interpretations about other films but happily
enough none of them had generated the
amount of material The Shining had.
Documentaries are notoriously difficult
to finance. Did you have any problems?
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Simon Hooper interviews Rodney
Ascher (below), director of the
amazing new Shining documentary,
Room 237.

Sure, Room 237 wasn’t financed. I tried
to. When Tim and I were first developing
it we went around to a few producers I’d
met who all thought it was an interesting
project but nobody came up with any
money so we just did it on our own and
then when we had a rough cut we were
able to get money to get us through the
finishing process.
How much did it cost?
Well it depends how you count. If a
year and a half of my time has no value
then the budget was about a couple of
thousand dollars. Then get it ready for a
festival and sell to distributors took some
doing, but by that point we had a rough
cut of the film so it was an awful lot easier
to get money based on that than it was
based on five pages typed on paper.
Warner are rightly very protective of
Kubrick’s films. Was it difficult to get
permission to use so much footage from
The Shining?
Well it was a complicated process to
clear things and I don’t have any basis to
compare them to other studios when I
tried to do something similar with other
people, but there’s material that’s come
from a lot of other places too. It took a
while.
Did you find Warner supportive
and helpful?
We had a really great clearance team. In
LA that’s all they do and they’re the best
at what they do. So I didn’t really deal with
a lot of rights holders directly.
How did you come across the behind the
scenes footage?
Oh, that’s Vivian Kubrick’s and it all came
through that same process.
Including your research how long did
it take to put the whole documentary
together?
Well it depends how you count. We spent
maybe eight months, maybe more, just
developing it, doing our research and

narrowing what our focus was going
to be. You know, do we want to talk to
people involved in it about the making
of the film? Do we only want to talk to
audience members? Narrowing it down
to something specific in finding the
people we wanted to talk to and the most
interesting ideas that had been written
about The Shining. But from the first
interview I did with Bill Blakemore to our
premiere at Sundance was exactly a year
but then we kept fine tuning little things.
So the hardcore transition from an idea to
a film that you could see was a year.
So you had either the ‘making of’ aspect
or the ‘interpretation’ idea. What was it
that made you go down the interpretation path?
Well that was where we started, and
the idea of talking to folks behind the
scenes when we were thinking of that
was, ‘Could we find specific answers?’
And ultimately we decided that wasn’t
the route we wanted to go. We wanted to
make the experience of watching 237 like
watching The Shining through the eyes of
these five people. I think if we’d spoken
to people who’d worked on the film it
might create the idea that something was

Rodney Ascher

the answer definitively and that there’s always
going to be more to it like, ‘How were these
decisions made?’ I’ve seen documentaries that
when the focus gets too wide there are sections
that are interesting but you can’t answer too
many questions. I had a documentary that I tried
to do maybe 10 years ago and its subject matter
was so wide I ended up getting paralysed
by inaction, not sure where to go next. So
restricting ourselves to something specific just
made it easier for us to get our heads around.
We must talk about the contributors. It’s quite
an eclectic range of ideas. Why did you choose
these five?
What I liked about them was they came from
very different backgrounds. Each used very
different strategies to unlock the mysteries
of The Shining. From a journalist and history
professor to a conspiracy expert, a poet and a
musician, people from different walks of life. It
was important. Each of them bought something
important to the table. Bill Blakemore talking
about Native American Indians is a theory
probably most familiar to people. He wrote
about it first in 1987 so that idea has had time
to penetrate into the culture and Jay Weidner’s
article about the moon landing got an awful
lot of play online. If you’re going to ask people
what interpretations of The Shining are out there
those are two that might come to the surface
first. We felt pretty obliged to handle those.
All the contributors in the film speak freely
but are never challenged about their theories,
specifically John Fell Ryan and his ‘backwards/
forwards’ idea. Now there are 2 cuts of the
film and the US one is longer than the UK
one which obviously would have an impact
of images running over each other at specific
times. And there’s also the original discarded
ending. Was it deliberate then to just let them
talk rather than challenge their ideas?
Yeah the mission of the film was to let people
watch The Shining through these people’s eyes.
So, as far as the film’s concerned, we’re just
trying to explore their point of view, and my
job was to actually not challenge them but sort
of lobby on their behalf, to make myself their
strongest advocate by bringing in sound and
visual explanations, but I’m perfectly happy
to let the audience decide what they find
interesting or plausible.
Jay Weidner’s views elicited quite a lot of
laughter from the audience. Did you find it
difficult to keep a straight face when he was
coming up with this conspiracy theory, or
indeed any of the contributors’ theories?
Well I never found anything they said silly.
I was always very interested. When
people made connections I
couldn’t see I was kind of
impressed as if, well
I don’t watch a lot
of sports, but as
if someone had
got a basket
from the far
end of the
court.

The contributors never appear. Why was that?
It came from a couple of things. The short I had
done a year or two before was done in a similar
way and I liked how that seemed to make the
film take place more in the imagination than
the nuts and bolts of the real world around us.
There are a lot of other essay films that work in
a similar style and I like them but I thought that
it would be interesting in that style if it was just
one person or narrator who’s the voice of the
film and I was kind of interested when we had
five voices that don’t necessarily agree with
each other.
Sometimes the straight voice-over seems
to suggest a real authoritative quality to
the narration and I thought it would be an
interesting experiment to have multiple
voiceovers coming from different directions
and that maybe it puts it more, well, letting the
ideas fight each other out. If you can see the
person throughout you might pick the one you
relate to early on and discard the others but it
happens less so when you’re listening to them.
So were the interviews done in one sitting?
Most of them I went back did a second maybe
third with forwards/backwards guy John Fell
Ryan. Oh, actually I think I might have spoken
twice with Bill Blakemore. When we started
this project it was incredibly low budget and
people were all over the country and I just
mailed them some recorders and talked to
them on the phone. We talked for a couple of
hours and they’d put the recorders back in the
box and mail
them back
to me.

At one point I toyed with the idea
maybe halfway through of going out
and filming them either doing a further
interview or going over the same
material in person but the more I saw
how it was playing the more I liked it.
Has anyone on the Kubrick estate
seen it?
I don’t think so. I haven’t talked to
anyone from there directly. I certainly
hope they appreciate what we’re
doing obviously. I’m a gigantic fan of
everything that’s come out of there.
Have you heard whether they would
like to see it?
I’ve never heard from anyone there
personally, but I’ve only been here a
day so maybe this’ll be a chance.
Going back to the conspiracy theory
it is interesting but it is outlandish.
Were there any other theories that
were so far out there that you had to
say no?
Well there were theories that I didn’t
understand, so if I couldn’t understand
it I wouldn’t pursue it. Other criteria
was that if they’d written one little
thing or a Youtube clip that might be
interesting or incredibly far out but if it
was a standalone little thing I wouldn’t
necessarily see that as someone who
was really worth pursuing.
What I liked about the five that we
spoke to was that they’ve done so
much thinking about this movie
and as I discovered when I
talked to them it was really
very affected by their real
life experience. I’ve just
come from New York and
I’ve been speaking to Bill
Blakemore and spent a
little time together and
he’s trying to put himself
into perspective with
the other people in
the movie because
he’s quite a serious and
respected journalist and
at first he was like, ‘I’m coming
from a different place’ but now
it’s, ‘Well we’ve all got our own tool
kits’, and we all bring experience
and professional lives to this kind
of work and are able to use that to
look at the film then if someone’s
coming from a different place
that allows them to
come to the movie
from a
different

Interview
Rght:
From top:
A creepy
blast from the
past, Kubrick
discusses a
scene with
Jack Nicholson,
and a rare
behind-thescenes shot

angle. He was with me when I was talking
with another person about horror movies
and horror movies as metaphors, you
know vampires and Dracula and Night of
the Living Dead, Godzilla and what those
stories mean to us and he was scribbling
notes because he’s not a horror movie
guy and that’s an entirely different set
of experiences to bring to this. Although
what we were doing is a world away from
where he was coming from.
So what’s your theory?
Well it s much less spectacular than any
of these. I see it as the story of a man
trying to balance his responsibilities to
his family with his ambition and career.
John Fell Ryan at the end of the movie
felt very much like Jack, and I do too.
I spent a lot of the time whilst working
on the film typing on a keyboard in an
empty house hoping that my wife and
kid were going to leave me alone for a
couple of hours to get my work done.
But actually thinking about The Shining
has softened me a little. I’m not going to
be that guy. I’ll be, ‘C’mon lets go to the
zoo, I’ll finish this up later.’
Have you found anything in the film that
no one else has?
I think so. I put it into 237 and in a way
I’m like the sixth person, but I’m trying
to be very subtle with what I’ve found
which is a very little thing. I was looking
for archive footage to illustrate some
of what Bill Blakemore was saying and
I found myself looking at F.W. Murnau’s
Faust, and you know he’s talking about,
‘ghosts flying through the sky’ ,chasing
the car out to the hotel and I was
thinking, ‘How am I going to find demons
flying in the sky that don’t cheapen this,
don’t make it stupid, that could actually
make this more ominous?’
I thought the silent German stuff was
pretty scary, so I’m going through Faust
and I find the shot and its amazing
skeletal horses, and as I keep going I
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find a shot that’s sort of a helicopter
shot swinging around the edge of a
cliff going over the water, and I thought
that certainly looks an awful lot like the
opening shot of The Shining.
And when I think of the scene where
Jack Nicholson is sitting at the bar
saying, ‘I’d sell my soul for a drink,’ well
wow, what a Faustian bargain that he’s
making there!
So although I may have come across

someone who maybe has a Faustian
reading of the film I like to think that I
discovered that the opening shot seems
very much like an homage to that scene
in Faust. I’ve no way of knowing if that
was deliberate, though I have read that
Kubrick researched every significant
horror movie ever made while preparing
The Shining, so Faust is likely to have
been among them.
It’s kind of like the endless question of

Rodney Ascher

the film – ‘Does my unique experience
make me project onto the film things
that are important to me, or does
my unique experience allow me to
recognise a kinship in things that were
actually being done?’
At the end of the film one of the
contributors says how it’s almost taken
over his life, and you’ve said yourself
how almost consumed by the film you
are. So having done this documentary
have you got it out of your system?
I’m sorry to say, No. I’m spending more
time talking about The Shining now than
I ever was. I’m on the other end of the
microphone now. I’m still spending all
day talking about The Shining.
So what’s your favourite horror film if
not The Shining?
I don’t know that I can restrict it to one.
I love Night of the Hunter, Halloween
3: Season of the Witch. Sometimes it’s
about a movie that you saw when you
were very young and had some weird
connection to. Night of the Living Dead
doesn’t even seem like it was sculpted
by human hands. Both that and Night
of the Hunter seem like fairy tales that
developed into cinematic form if that
makes sense. You don’t think of Little
Red Riding Hood as written by an
author. It’s just like part of the culture.
On a different day I would probably give
you others.
So what’s next? Will it be another
documentary?
Well there’s two things that I’m kind of
finishing now. One is actually a record.
It’s a collaboration with another guy
where we try to carve an hour out of

all these recordings that were done
secretly in the 70’s. There’s a short that
I’m finishing up. We haven’t announced
it but it’s built around the dailies of a
project that was abandoned in the 90’s
where a very surprising film maker was
lured out of retirement to do a music
video for a band that she was entirely
incompatible with.
I’ll leave it there and keep it a little

mysterious. But I’m still really developing
what my next ambitious full length thing
will be. I’d love for it to be a narrative
but it might be easier to do another
documentary first.
If it is, the one I’m leaning towards is a
bit of a weird/horror documentary based
on a weird real life phenomenon and
hopefully we’ll be able to stage these
really elaborate re-enactments. DSD

Above:
Shelley Duvall
realises that
Jack (below)
is a few
sandwiches
short of a
picnic. “I’m not
gonna hurt ya.
I’m just going
to bash your
brains in”
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Legendary British actor Keith Barron reminisces on
happy days fighting papier mache monsters with
Doug McClure. Interview by Simon Hooper

Opposite:
Susan
Penhaligon,
Doug McClure
and Keith
Barron in The
Land That Time
Forgot

Remembering

The Land That time

Forgot
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Keith Barron

I

t’s hard to believe that Keith Barron has been
acting for over half a century and in that time he’s
been in just about everything - from his first role
in The Avengers to Coronation Street, Jackanory,
Upstairs Downstairs, hit sitcom Duty Free and even mid
70’s comedy shows with Cilla Black (quelle Surprise,
Surprise).
In 1975 the Americans gave us Jaws and in return
we upped the ante and gave the world The Land that
Time Forgot. Keith Barron was in that too, and now
with the release of some of Amicus’s most successful
monster movies onto DVD we spoke to him about
fending off dinosaurs and working with the legendary
Doug McClure.
The Land that Time Forgot was back in 1975 and
up to that point you’d done a lot of TV work and an
increasing amount of comedy but Land is so different
from all of that. Why did you choose to do it?
Well it’s a long story but I bought a house from one
of their producers who eventually sent me this script,
TLTTF, and I was going through a bit of an intense
period with work. When I read it and it said things
like, ‘GLOVE PUPPET’, and what not I thought, ‘Well
I can’t do this, it’ll be like Andy Pandy’. But he said,
‘Listen come down to Shepperton and have a look at
what we’re doing in the (water) tank’, because they’d
already started work on it.
Well I went to Shepperton and I was like a child
with a train set, because there was the tank and they
had these wonderful model U-boats. One was fifteen
feet long and one was eight feet long and they were
so immaculate, they spurted water when it went
underwater and I said, ‘I’ve just got to do it!’ and that’s
really how it all started.

Having done so much TV what difference did you find
in shooting a cinema feature?
Well there isn’t really any difference because it’s
virtually all the same thing. It’s probably just that it was
on a bigger scale. There’s no actual difference to the
work at all. I just loved it and I loved Doug McClure.
He was a great bloke and we all got on so well and I
loved the technical side of it and Maurice Carter the art
director, he was quite remarkable in what he achieved.
Now the very first scene we see you in is in a boat with
what looks like the smoke machine working overtime.
Tell me about shooting on the tank at Shepperton.
Any problems?
It was like being on a big swimming pool. The water
was at least tepid but they sort of just did everything,
smoke and again they had a full size portion of a Uboat and I loved all that side of it. In fact the interior of
the U-boat was on rockers and they could split it in half
if they wanted to shoot to the left,right or directly down
it. They could make provision for that.
The submarine. I heard a story that it was praised for
the authenticity of its interior but having watched it
again recently it seems to have only a control room,
captain’s quarters and a corridor. It all seems a bit
pokey to film in.
Well a U-boat is exactly that. I think it was to scale
and size because the thing that fascinated me was the
actual meters and dials were totally authentic in that it
said where they’d been made- in Hamburg or wherever
- so the detail in it was quite extraordinary.
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Above:
Keith as
Captain
Striker in the
1983 Doctor
Who series,
Enlightenment,
with Peter
Davidson as
the Doctor

The full size model submarine on the
tank with the cast balanced on it.
Someone must have gone in the water?
They did if they got too excited but there
again, one day you’d arrive and the whole
thing had been transformed into a kind of
Polar set with icicles and snow and all that.
I loved it.
In the film you do a lot of fighting, a
lot of gunplay. These days you have a
fight choreographer, an armourer, stunt
doubles. Did you have any of that?
No we just had to get on and do it. I think
we probably had stunt directors but when
it all came down to it we just had to get on
and do it. I think one or two people did fall
in. I didn’t! But that’s how it worked. It was
shot in about 6 weeks.
Doug McClure is sadly no longer with us
and he was a big name in the US at the
time, which is why the financiers wanted
him cast as the lead. How did you find him?
Well I really got on with him very, very well
because there was no nonsense about
him. He just got on with it and he loved
the job if he felt like loving the job. I just
admired him.
The Brits have a reputation for all
mucking in on low budget films, sharing
trailers and such like but I heard he
wasn’t having any of that and expected
to be treated like a star.
He had a bit of a caravan but I can’t
remember because I used to meet him in
makeup or on the studio floor when we
got on to it.
By all accounts in those days the
cast and crew liked a little drink at
lunch time and there are stories that
sometimes he’d have a bit more than a
little drink. Is that true?
Yes I think that’s true, particularly if he
wasn’t in a good mood or if he didn’t want
to do something, then yes I think that is
true. I mean I’ve never embarked on that
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lunchtime rubbish. I’ve always found the
business too frightening. I think you’ve
absolutely got to be on top of what you’re
doing but yes, Doug did like a drink. He
was a big butch American.
He sounds quite lively and mischievous
character.
Oh yes but when it came to the actual job
he was always there and knew what was
what.
Doug McClure was really quite
experienced at these type of action roles.
He knew where to stand so as not to get
hit by anything. Did he give the benefit of
his experience to the rest of the cast?
Yes I suppose he did. Not particularly to
me but he’d say if you stand there I’ll do
this. He knew exactly what he was doing in
that department which is very useful.
What about the locations, I’ve heard the
film described as being shot ‘in a giant
sandpit in Reading’. Was that a land
you’d like to forget? See what I did there?
(laughs). I think it was in Leatherhead! It did
amuse me greatly. I think the oddest thing
really at that time with that sequence was
the pterodactyl. All it was, was a model on
a 60-ft high crane and all it could do was
go round. It couldn’t flap or anything. In
one shot it had a kind of doll in its mouth
with its legs waggling. All it could do was
just go round, which is a pity really.
The dinosaurs. There must have been
problems with them.
You see, what they did on the whole was
they shot all the puppet business first and
then they did principal photography which
is all us lunatics afterwards. All the animals
were done before and inserted in the edit.
There’s very little physical interaction
with the animals
Yes, something with a long neck fell on the
deck of the U-boat otherwise it was all in
front of a screen.

It must have been difficult to keep a
straight face with some of the glove
puppet monsters you had to fight.
Well yes, but a lot of it, as far as we were
concerned, you performed to a 90ft
screen with nothing on it and the stuff
was projected onto it at a later date. You
just stood there in front of it with this gun,
being terrified or whatever was required.
Any mishaps with the monsters?
Well technically there were things you had
to get absolutely right, particularly eye
lines but I really like all that technicality.
What specifically do you mean about the
technicalities?
Well it s like that sequence at the end
with the volcano, They were all old
shots of Iceland or wherever they had a
volcano going off, and they slotted it in
with the water tank and U-boat, Susan
(Penhaligon) and Doug waving from the
shore and being left there, and I just loved
it. I think it’s an exciting picture.
At one point the cast kill a Plesiosaurus
and eat it for dinner. I’m surprised the
society for the humane treatment of
animals weren’t protecting such a rare
glove puppet, I mean, dinosaur or were
you actually eating a tin of spam from
the caterers?
(Laughs) I think it was a bit of cold
chicken. You wouldn’t eat very much of it.
I did a lot of mimed chewing!
At one point it looks like the whole cast
are going for a bit of a yomp through the
local woods.
Oh yes I think that was a bit of a cross
between Shepperton and Leatherhead.
You couldn’t be taken very far as it would
be too expensive.
All this must have drawn attention from
the locals.
No I don’t think they knew what we were
doing or if they did they kept away.

Keith Barron

There’s a number of scenes where you’re
on the water, being shot at, having punch
ups, volcanoes going off and the cast
getting pelted with flaming cork pieces
and at one point you jump into a filthy
lake of oil that’s on fire. All looks a bit
dangerous.
I remember it exactly. I have a sort of
water fetish. I only like to do it once but
when it comes to it I quite enjoy it really.
Were you a bit wary of the fire on
the water?
No it’s all controlled and it’s basically
perfectly safe. You become a bit like a kid,
don’t you? It’s a bit of an adventure and
you just get on and do it.
I’ve got to ask you about one of your
final scenes when you shoot the German
second in command played by Anthony
Ainley. Now you shoot him, but if he was
wearing a squib it doesn’t go off, there’s
no bullet mark. Was that an accident
or deliberate because of the children’s
market it’s meant for?
That’s as maybe, because apart from the
prehistoric creatures - they did show a
bit of blood - but at that time in 1975 you
didn’t do that. All that business at the end
with volcanoes and stock shots of lava, it
was very funny because I was told to put
my arm out as though I was going to climb
up the ladder as they thought there might
be a sequel. It never happened but if you
look very carefully I did exactly that which
meant that at that time I wasn’t dead!
You must have been gutted when you
did die.
(Laughs) Well it was all part of it really
We’ve talked about keeping a straight
face with the monsters. Now Bobby Parr
as, erm, the caveman, with no disrespect
to him but that can’t have been easy
keeping a straight face with him shouting,
‘GALLU!’ at you all the time.
Yes it was all that, ‘Bollo!, Stollo!’ or
whatever it was. I don’t know whatever

to be contemporary rather than 1874 or
whatever they always were. So that was
my excuse to meet Peter.

happened to him in life. It was difficult
because he’s got this big fat false nose
on and all the rest of it. He was just very
enthusiastic really, and some of those
night sequences were shot during the
day. Day for night they call it. That’s why
it always looks rather too pretty and
midnight blue.
Kevin Connor, the director, said it was an
absolute joy for him even though it was
low budget.
Yes and he knew exactly what he wanted
because he had been an editor and that’s
how he worked, which I thought was great.
It’s pretty tough to shoot on a low
budget. Did you sense any pressure due
the lack of money or time.
No, no, if anything’s low budget it’s
always ‘time is money,’ so you really need
someone who is tough in charge and to
get on with it rather than farting about,
and that was Kevin. He was really great.
I’ve seen it restored and I think all things
considered it now looks great.
It looks like everyone is having a whale of
a time doing it and then you went on to
work with Kevin and Doug again in, At the
Earth’s Core, albeit in a much smaller role.
Yes they said they would like me to come
and just do this and I said, ‘Yes, I’d love
to’, because I really enjoyed working with
them and I’d worked with Peter Cushing
before and I loved him. I did a picture with
him and Christopher Lee called, Nothing
But The Night, when they were attempting

Above:
Keith as he is
today. Seen at
a recent public
appearance.

What was your lasting memory of
working on the productions?
Well it was lovely. I mean I only did a day
on Core. I was hardly there but it was
good to be back amongst that group of
people who I really admired. I just loved
the technicalities of it and what they’d
achieved. When I saw the restored version
of it at the BFI recently I thought, ‘This is
really not half bad!’ It’s a great Saturday
afternoon matinee film in spite of the
lack of computerisation and everything.
I think it’s now a bit of a cult picture. I
loved the experience of it. Amicus were a
great company particularly at that period.
Although they were low budget they did
get on with it.
What are your memories of Amicus then?
I think the owners, Milton and Max, only
came on the floor once. But you see I
admired Hammer and my greatest regret
is that I was once offered a film and I
turned it down because it was during my
intensely busy period.
Which film did you turn down?
I think it was, We Must Kill Frankenstein,
and I had to have my head cut off and a
Swedish lady kept my head in a hat box
under the bed and kept taking it out and
talking to it and the head would talk back.
I thought, ‘This is ridiculous. You can’t
do this’. (Sounds to us like Frankenstein
Created Woman, Ed) Of course it’s one
of my great regrets. But I particularly
admired Hammer because they were
direct and you knew what it was. I don’t
really like the word, ‘hokum’ but that is the
word but they were done with great care
and expertise but without a lot of money.
I think Land was done on a budget of
$300,000
I’m sure it was. We didn’t get very much
but we had a nice time.
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The making of a classic
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y the end of 1982,
Steven Spielberg’s
E.T. had cemented
his reputation
as Hollywood’s most commercially
successful director. He’d only directed
one serious flop (1941) and then salvaged
his reputation with Raiders of the Lost
Ark. In its opening year E.T. made almost
$800m worldwide, becoming the highest
grossing film ever at the time.
John Carpenter, on the
other hand, was probably
kicking himself that his
remake of The Thing also
came out in 1982. The
Thing was released two
weeks after the world went
doe-eyed at Spielberg’s
crease faced, twinkle-eyed
alien. The public obviously
wanted their aliens cute
and cuddly that year, and
The Thing, made on budget
of $15m – large for a horror
film, limped on to make a
paltry $19m at the US box
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In the age of CGI, Simon Hooper
looks back at the making of John
Carpenter’s 1982 classic, The Thing,
a film where most of the stunning
effects were done live on camera

office. Nowadays it has a cult following,
but back in 1982 nobody much wanted
to know. Carpenter had been a huge
fan of the original film, The Thing from
Another World (1951), which was based
on the short story, Who Goes There? by
J.W. Campbell Jr. He wanted to do a new
version, which was closer to the original
story, and despite the huge success of
Alien he wanted to move away from
using a man in a monster costume.
Carpenter was producer
David Foster’s first choice
to direct this big budget
monster flick, but he had a
battle on his hands with the
studio. Universal wanted
Tobe Hooper, who they
had under contract, but the
two drafts which Hooper
submitted were not to
their liking, and looking at
Carpenters recent run of hits
they decided to hire him as a
second choice.
Like Carpenter, Bill
Lancaster, the film’s writer,

son of legendary actor Burt, was
attracted to the original story’s themes
of paranoia, isolation and claustrophobia. In the 80s his version of the monster
could be seen as a metaphor for diseases
such as AIDS, which the public were just
coming to learn about.
When the project started coming
together there were many people who
wanted to work with Carpenter on it,
including his regular cinematographer
Dean Cundey. But the most significant
of them was a six foot five, twenty
something special effects make up artist
named Rob Bottin.
Bottin had worked on a little-known
and barely seen low budget Roger
Corman film called Rock n Roll High
School, on which Cundey did the
photography. Bottin, who was a fan
of Halloween, begged Cundey for an
introduction to Carpenter. The two hit
it off and Bottin worked on Carpenter’s
The Fog. Bottin went off to work on The
Howling, and then at 22 years of age
he got the assignment to create all the
effects work on The Thing.

The Thing

Carpenter met with Bottin and
discussed at length what The Thing
should look like, but it was Bottin
who came up with the idea that was
to prove pivotal. The Thing was to
have no form. It was to take on that
of whatever it had previously been in
contact with as it travelled the universe.
Although Carpenter loved the idea he
was doubtful Bottin could pull it off. It
seemed he might be right, too, when
Bottin’s first effect on set, the frozen
Norwegian, didn’t look at all convincing.
Bottin nearly got fired at this point,
but being a huge comic book fan he
went off and talked with Mike Flug, a
comic book illustrator. Under Bottin’s
instructions, Flug storyboarded the
monster designs and put them up on
the walls of Carpenter’s office. The

director was bowled over by the designs,
and even though Bottin admitted he didn’t
know how he’d do them, Carpenter still
gave him the go ahead.
The script, meanwhile, had been
finalised and streamlined. There were to
be none of the ironic asides or quips which
had begun to characterise many action
and horror films from the mid eighties
onwards. It was all to be taken seriously.
The all-male cast meant not having to deal
with any love issues which would detract
from the film’s main story. Carpenter
was first to admit that he hadn’t seen an
all-male film in years. This macho conceit
extended to the crew also where there
was only one female , a pregnant make up
artist who only worked on the film for a
few weeks before leaving to have her baby.
Casting was complete, apart from the

lead. Carpenter sat down with Kurt
Russell, with whom he’d just finished
Escape from New York, and they
knocked around a few ideas, notably
the backstory of the main character,
MacReady being a Vietnam vet.
A couple of weeks later Russell was
offered the part.
The cast spent two weeks rehearsing
to thrash out the group dynamic of
12 men working and living together
before they started shooting on the
soundstages in LA. To recreate the
cold breath effect, the stages were
refrigerated as those in The Exorcist had
been in the early 70’s.
It was strange for the cast to work in
these conditions in the middle of a Los
Angeles heatwave of 103 degrees. To
cope with the sub zero temperatures
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The ice has
melted and
there’s trouble
ahead.
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“Now we know
who ate all
the strawberry
jam!”
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they were wrapped in thick costumes
which they soon tired of changing
out of to go outside between set ups.
The extreme changes in their body
temperature led to many of them going
down with colds.
After shooting in the studio, the cast
and crew then moved up to British
Columbia where the set had been
built before the snow came. The cast
flew in and were picked up by a bus
which transported them through the
icy winding roads to their motel. They
slept through the treacherous journey
until the driver braked too hard and
the bus almost plummeted down the
mountainside.
The bus then stalled at the bottom
of the hill up to their motel and the
desperately tired cast had to get out and
push it. It was the middle of the night
before they finally arrived at the motel,
only to find it closed. Disgruntled, they
drove on a few more hours to a new
motel where they were met by an upbeat
Carpenter, fully refreshed after a good
night’s kip at his own hotel.
The set’s isolation and the intimate
nature of the story nurtured bonhomie
among cast and crew, and jokes aplenty
were played to relieve the boredom.
Kurt Russell, noted how wary Carpenter
was around the actors when they were
using real flamethrowers, so he had
his face all bandaged up and told the
horrified Carpenter that he’d been badly
burned when he was practising with the
flamethrowers and couldn’t work for the
next few months until his wounds healed.
But it was Bottin’s complicated effects
that really caused problems on set. The
film’s stand out sequence, where they
attempt to resuscitate Charles Hallahan’s
character, Vance Norris, almost ending in
fatalities.
Hallahan had numerous casts taken of
his body for this sequence, even down to
photos of his chest hair pattern. He had
to sit under a prop table for hours on end
whilst a full body prosthetic was set up
and blended in with his head, which was
poking up above the table.
The effect was so convincing that
Richard Dysart (Dr Copper) was fooled
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into thinking that Hallahan had been
lying on the table half naked for hours
and insisted that he was covered up to
preserve some dignity.
Crew who weren’t part of the effects
make up team were taken aback at the
amount of KY jelly on the set – ordered
for the production in 5-gallon tubs.
Bottin wanted DoP Dean Cundey to
lower the light so as not to reveal seams
and eliminate any artificial aspects of his
models. As far as Bottin was concerned
this was a one take situation, giving
only one run at an effect that had taken
months to complete.
Cameras roll and the chest opens. A
fountain of saliva erupts. To convincingly
show the arms being severed, Bottin
had hired a amputee who had lost both
arms at the elbow and applied false arms
made of jello, with rubber veins and wax
bones which would tear as they the chest
opened up and bit them off. A prosthetic
facemask was applied to the amputee.

It was a scene which Bottin admits
he‘d be afraid to do again today. But
it was the next part of the sequence
that was to cause chaos. This was for
Hallahan’s neck to stretch, tear and
eventually sever from the body. As the
neck stretched, the skin tore, revealing
the throat sinew which were to be made
up of melted plastic, lacquer thinner,
bubble gum and anything else Bottin
could lay his hands on. All of this was
pumped and stretched and manipulated
by his team under the table.
The stench of this was awful but its
downfall was Carpenter insisting on a fire
bar being lit at the bottom of the camera
frame as the effect was shot. The fumes
on the set proved highly flammable and
immediately ignited when the fire bar
was lit. The resulting fireball destroyed
the prosthetic body and made the crew
look like something emerging from a
Wile E. Coyote cartoon. Months of work
went up in smoke.

The Thing

The relentless pace of the production
and the extreme demands of the effects
eventually took its toll on Bottin. He’d
lived at Universal studios for 5 months,
working 7-day weeks, and at the behest
of Carpenter he ended up in hospital
suffering from exhaustion.
Bottin had realised early on the size
of his work load and had farmed out the
dog effects to Stan Winston who was
now also making a name for himself
with these type of practical effects.
The late Winston was always gracious
enough to admit that the film was
Bottin’s and that he felt privileged to be
a part of it. The dogs ultimately turned
out to be hand puppets.
Although many of the effects were
practical and done on set there was
also some old-fashioned stop-motion
animation employed to create the final
monster. Filmed by Randy Cooke this
utilised a 2.5 inch to 1 foot ratio model
set made by Susan Turner, who had
built the spaceship seen at the start.
At the time there were no computers
to smooth things out, and much of

the footage of the end creature was
discarded.
The stop-motion effects were
combined with Roy Arbogast’s on-set
explosions. It was Arbogast who did the
scene of The Thing racing along under
the floorboards before emerging, an
effect achieved simply by winching a ball
on a chain below the floor and pulling it
to rip and buckle the floorboards. The
final monster revealed in all its glory was
Bottin’s practical effects model, and up
to 50 of his team were operating it as it
was shot.
The studio wanted to end the film
on a single shot of MacRready as the
station burns in the background, just
before Keith David enters the frame, but
Carpenter wanted to finish their story as
we finally see it in the film. An alternate
ending was to be shot whereby Russell
is rescued and has a blood test to show
he’s not infected, but the ending we now
see leaves a more satisfactory element
of doubt and foreboding that the Thing
may still be alive.
Theories still abound that one of them

is infected – it’s the one whose breath
you can’t see as he speaks - but this
has never been substantiated by either
Carpenter or screenwriter Bill Lancaster.
In the US The Thing opened on 27th
June 1982 to mixed reviews, taking only
$3.1m on its opening weekend. Two
weeks earlier the $10.5m budgeted ET
made $11.8m on its’ opening weekend.
It was a film ahead of its time and much
like The Shawshank Redemption it only
really found its audience on video.
Many blamed its failure at the box
office on the audience not liking to see
actors poking around the gory innards
of a monster, or hideously disfigured
creatures being burnt alive. Dean
Cundey’s more accurate prognosis was
that the audience felt more comfortable
with a friendly alien like ET.
Thirty years on there’s no doubt The
Thing is one of the most memorable
monster movies ever made, with some
of the most astonishing sequences
committed to celluloid. Along with An
American Werewolf in London it sets a
benchmark for practical make up effects
that have rarely been equalled. As Bottin
himself says, “You just can’t beat a wild
imagination!” DSD
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Giallo returns

Lorenzo Ricciardi interviews the director and key cast and crew
of Tulpa, a new Italian thriller that attempts to resurrect the
giallo movie for modern audiences.

The Terrors

T

ulpa is a term that comes from Tibetan
Buddhism. Etymologically it derives from
the Tibetan words ‘sprul pa.’ By meditation
and esoteric rituals, you can create this tulpa
which is a representation of the metaphysical. This
tulpa is supposed to help its creator in life, its shadow,
like a spirit guide, but sometimes the tulpa is able of
becoming a fully independent entity, no longer under its
creator’s control, turning into an evil force.
By day Lisa Boeri is the ultimate driven professional
at the top of her corporate game, a rich businesswoman
whose life is totally focused
on her work and career. She
is the symbol of success,
but she also hides a dark
side.
By night Lisa frequents
the notorious Club Tulpa,
owned by a mysterious
Tibetan guru who teaches
a philosophy that true
freedom comes by having
promiscuous sex. There,
unshackled from repression
and guilt, Lisa will do
anything with any unknown
stranger to attain a higher
Zen consciousness. As
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dangerous, thrill-seeking excitement becomes an
increasing part of the fabric of her erotic enlightenment,
suddenly her numerous lovers start getting murdered
in shocking ways. Lisa can’t go to the police because
of possible scandal impacting on her day job. So she
tries to unmask the murderer. With truly nightmare
consequences...
Tulpa was directed by Federico Zampaglione and
produced by IDF – Italian Dream Factory, a company
founded by the beautiful actress Maria Grazia Cucinotta.
It’s her first horror-giallo movie as a producer.
She says, “Federico is an extraordinary director. On
set he is very focused and disciplined, he doesn’t waste
time and it’s a great pleasure working with him. I don’t
produce movies to make money. When I make a movie I
want to send a message, I want everybody to know that
also in Italy there are very talented people who just need
more visibility.”
Shot entirely on location in Rome over five-weeks,
Tulpa is the third movie by director/musician Federico
Zampaglione. It had its world premiere in London at the
13th FrightFest. Many considered it one the most insane,
unexpected and unconventional entries at the festival
and British critics were torn between loving it and
laughing at it!
After the success of Zampaglione’s previous movie,
Shadow, the director/musician decided to bring the
giallo back into fashion. For the script he recruited

Tulpa

of Tulpa
Dardano Sacchetti, one of the greatest masters of
horror in Italy, who wrote Mario Bava’s Shock and Bay of
Blood, Dario Argento’s The Cat o’ Nine Tails, Lamberto
Bava’s A Blade in the Dark and Demons 1 & 2, Ruggero
Deodato’s Body Count, Antonio Margheriti’s Cannibal
Apocalypse and the best Lucio Fulci’s movies: Zombie,
The Beyond, Seven Notes in Black, The House by the
Cemetery and The New York Ripper.
Says the writer, “Federico had looked for me because
he was thinking about a remake of Lucio Fulci’s The
Beyond, not a simple thing because of a rights problem.
The idea didn’t go anywhere, but we kept in touch. After
some six-seven months he called me back and we met
up at his home. Federico wanted to make a classic 70’s
giallo, with a mysterious killer, fanciful murders, scenes
of terror. There was an exchange of opinions and after
one-two days I proposed a sketch of an idea, not even a
real idea. He encouraged me to go ahead and the pages
became five first, then ten and forty in the end. I loved
that the ‘tulpa’ was a sort of evil alter ego projected out
of the villain’s personality, the identification of the dark
side that everyone has.
“After the writing the script there was a brief pause
(Federico was setting up the production structure),
and in that meantime I took other work commitments.
Moreover, as everyone knows, I’m a kind of lone wolf
who loves to write alone, according to my pace, and
then I live in the country, 100 kilometers from Rome,
which made meetings difficult. Among other things
The DarkSide DIGITAL 25
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Federico wanted to actually write the
screenplay and I can testify he has had
very good ideas in some scenes. He and
Giacomo Gensini (the other screenwriter)
had already worked on Shadow and so
as usual they collaborated on the final
screenplay. And they did a great job!”.
Zampaglione says, “I told Dardano I
wanted to direct a classic giallo, very
violent, starring Claudia (Gerini, Ed),
because, after seeing her in Giuseppe
Tornatore’s La Sconosciuta, I realized
that she had this huge energy, with those
eyes and that body she could do well
also in a movie like Tulpa.
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Zampaglione says he had always
wanted Claudia Gerini as a leading lady.
She wasn’t hard to contact because
she is now his partner in real life. A very
popular actress in Italy she is mainly seen
in serious drama and comedy movies.
Tulpa is her first horror film and it’s
the second time she has worked with
Federico, after his directing debut, Nero
bifamiliare.
The actress says: “I like to read the
story, and if a character fascinates me I
don’t mind the genre. It was like that for
Tulpa. I lived my character very seriously,
I tried to interpret to my best every

scene as I was required. What I loved
about the character Lisa is that she is
a little bipolar, with a double life, a dual
personality, a woman with power but
fragile at the same time.
“On the set Federico and I were able
to separate our personal relationship
from our professional one, with no
problem at all. Indeed, thanks to the
affinity between us I could immediately
understand what he wanted. It was a
kind of telepathy”.
According to the director: “After
Dardano wrote the story, I wrote the
screenplay with Giacomo Gensini and
after that we passed it again in the hands
of Dardano to make it more cruel and
put even more horrific elements into the
murders.
“I had a great cast to work with.
Claudia, in my opinion, was really
amazing because she was able to get
the audience anxious and anguished.
She is an actress who works a lot with
her own instinct, so when, during the
pre-production, I realised that she didn’t
feel comfortable about something,
dialogues or particular scenes, I revised
the character and that specific sequence
to find the right mood. Because at the
end the movie revolves just around her
character Lisa.
“Then there is also Michele Placido.
I met him by chance and we started
talking about projects. I told him the
story of my movie and immediately he
appeared very interested. Then he read
the script, liked it very much and wanted
strongly to be part of it.
“Unknown or little-known actors are
important too, because some of them

Tulpa

are very talented, like for example Nuot
Arquint in Shadow, but then when the
critics see a cast of that kind they turn
up their nose and consider it like a ‘niche
movie’, a B-movie. So having a cast with
Michele Placido, Claudia Gerini, Michela
Cescon and Ivan Franek gives the movie
a different credibility”.
There’s a lot of nudity and sex in
Tulpa, with sex scenes both lesbian and
heterosexual. Some scenes are so ‘hot’
that the movie may be released in two
different versions because of censorship.
Says the director: “In Tulpa I had at
my disposal a lot of femininity, so many
beautiful women, and that was nice
to play on. I have to say that eroticism
is a big part of the giallo genre it’s
something I’ve always wanted to do,
so it was already in the plans to tell the
story about a perverse woman and these
private and mysterious places where
everyone can meet and have sex with
strangers.
“We wanted to make a movie
where there was at the same time
beauty, horror, uneasiness, eroticism,
anguish. Shadow is a very masculine
movie, but Tulpa is rather an all-female
giallo-horror”.
The whole movie was hard to shoot,
says the director: “mainly because of
the very short time we had. We almost
always shot at night, for four weeks, and
there were many locations, the story
was quite intricate. But it was a great
experience anyway. I think we did a great
job and I hope it will be well-distributed,
especially in Italy, because while Shadow,
did magnificently abroad (it has been
sold in more than 50 countries), it didn’t
do so well in Italy.”
The star of Shadow was Nuot Arquint,
a mysterious, shy, dark figure who played
the chilling Mortis. Federico Zampaglione
brought him back for Tulpa to play the
Tibetan guru, owner of Club Tulpa.
“Federico is a visionary director,”
says the actor. “Working with him
again was a great gift. He involves you

completely in his movies. His enthusiasm
is contagious. At the beginning you know
you are leaving for a new, long, incredible
journey. Day by day you feel that your
work takes possession more and more
of your personal life. Slowly it begins
to deform and turns into the world of
the character you have to play. Your
thoughts and your habits start to change.
When you arrive on the set you already
know what to do. Federico’s always very
meticulous, a perfectionist. He brings out
the best in you.
“The characters in Federico’s movies
are created with a lot of care and
attention. My character in Tulpa is called
Kiran, an Indian name and it means ‘ray
of light’. It’s a supporting character,
but very intense. It was not easy to
play. Nobody knows the origin of Kiran,
nobody knows his identity. I went into
more depth of the word ‘tulpa’, the world
around it, read many books, worked
with the music to find the character’s
sensibility. For example by night I
listened to indian music, Bach, Mozart. All
this helped me so much”.
Federico knows how to keep the
suspense high and get the giallo feel
going with a slinky, sexy soundtrack
(created and performed by Federico
himself, his brother Francesco and
Andrea Moscianese).
The murder scenes are cruel, brutal,
violent, bloody and very effective, thanks
to fine special effects by the Leonardo
Cruciano Workshop, who had already
worked with Federico on Shadow.
Most modern horrors abuse CGI
effects, and though there are a few in
Tulpa they are not overdone.
Leonardo Cruciano says: “When
Federico sent me screenplay I
immediately saw the very good chance
to develop some of our special effects
techniques. We started to translate
the delirious visions of the script into
practice, keeping an eye on the budget.
Concept by concept, with Bruno Albi
Marini and his Wonderlab we tried to put

to use in the movie all the techniques we
had developed over the years together.
So, despite the short time and the not so
big budget, we have perfected a series
of integrated special make-up effects,
testing quite original methodologies”.
According to Cruciano: “Federico and
I held different views about the cruelty
of the murders, He, as a big fan of horror
genre, wanted to push up on the ‘gore’
and the violence of the effect, while I
tend to have a more scientific approach.
From all this comes a good mix. Our
work was not only to give credibility to
the bloody scenes, but to keep in line
with the spirit of the movie.”
Photographer Giuseppe Maio says:
“Federico is a director with a strong
instinct and great enthusiasm. He knows
very well the language of horror movies,
he pushes you to experiment and I think
this is a good incentive for any cinematographer. The approach to the movie
developed over months with constant
confrontations between us and a mutual
exchange of ideas that helped us to
make the right choices.
“We decided to give each location
a particular feature and a well-defined
tone. It goes from cold and aseptic tones
in Lisa’s offices and the world around
her to a strong red with yellow accents
in the rooms of Club Tulpa, which make
it more mysterious but addictive. Also,
every murder has its own atmosphere
and an unique tone: from blue and cyan
to red, from saturated tones to more
desaturated ones. The challenge was
revisiting the 70’s look and reviving it
today in a contemporary way through
the use of modern technology.”
Tulpa digs into the Italian giallo’s
history and absorbs the classic features
and styles. Will fans take to it like they
did the classic Argento and Bava
movies of old? That remains to be seen,
but if you are in any way a fan of these
colourful, bloody and sexy thrillers then
you owe it to yourself to see this
movie. DSD
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Sightseers

NATURAL BORN
CARAVANNERS
Alan Jones chats to
director Ben (Kill List)
Wheatley, pictured left,
about his new horror
comedy, Sightseers,
which is like Nuts in May
but with nutcases instead!
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Alan Jones

I

ndecently funny, delightfully eccentric and
far bloodier and more violent than you’ll be
expecting, Sightseers is the latest quirky
masterpiece from Kill List director Ben
Wheatley who is rapidly turning into one of
Britain’s brightest star talents. Focusing on
a just-met Midlands couple embarking on
a caravanning holiday that’s an erotic odyssey
for her (she’s even knitted a pair of crotchless
knickers) and a tourist trip for him (the Keswick
Pencil Museum, a dream destination!).
But when other suburban trailer trash blatantly
disregard the country code and awkwardly clash
with their values the vacation suddenly turns into
a wild and wanton thrill-killing spree. Wheatley’s
singularly unique vision makes this brainchild of
Brit-com duo Steve Oram and Alice Lowe (their
hilarious double-act refined on stage and TV
over the years) playfully sick, wickedly funny,
effortlessly entertaining and totally unmissable.
“Sightseers is being better received than Kill
List”, says an amazed Wheatley after the movie’s
first international outing at the Cannes Film
Festival in the Director’s Fortnight strand. “I got
some horrible reviews for Kill List, especially from
the Daily Mail, the reason why we added the line
about that newspaper in Sightseers. It seems
to be reaching a broader base and the violence
doesn’t seem to be putting people off.
“I’ll be honest it was a big deal for me to
be directing comedy again, even though it’s a
blacker comedy than most. Horror was easy for
me as I did what I wanted with Kill List without
any preconceived notions. But because my
background is in comedy and I know everyone in
that industry, I found Sightseers much harder to
make as I knew everyone I respected would be
watching me like a hawk”.
In fact that’s how Wheatley had already come
across Steve Oram and Alice Lowe, the pair who
play the psychotic odd couple Chris and Tina.
“I’d known them for years, right at the beginning
of my TV career with The Wrong Door show in
2008. I’d actually been to a gig of theirs where
they played the Sightseers short film and thought
it was great.

“So I was familiar with the concept
when years later I got called in by
producer Nira Park at Edgar Wright’s Big
Talk company and they offered me the
script. Steve and Alice had sent Edgar a
link to the short who could instantly see
the feature film potential and optioned
it. I agreed to do it immediately without
reading the script as I knew it would
work based on my previous knowledge
of the stars and the short”.
He continues, “Because Steve and
Alice come from an improv background
I knew they would fit into my working
methods honed from Down Terrace
and Kill List. I really fancied doing
something that was quite free and easy
too because Amy (Jump, wife, co-writer
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and co-editor) and I could bend their
work out of shape while always knowing
they could cope with the changes as
they were steeped in the backgrounds
of their characters. Amy looked at the
script, restructured and twisted it so
it fit together in our worldview more,
wrote additional scenes, extra characters,
developed the dialogue and helped
with the order of events because the
short was just Chris and Tina reacting.
I encouraged the flashbacks, visual
touches and dream sequences to give
the piece a whole new perspective.
“The biggest change we made to the
original draft was make things realistic as
the short was more heightened. Nothing
we did represented a complete departure
so it was a relatively easy adaptation
process”.
This unholy British road movie
explores the same terrain as Mike Leigh’s
classic Nuts in May TV film but goes to
far darker edges and extremes. Does
Wheatley get the comparisons?
“Hmmm, from what I understand,
Leigh scripts after extensive rehearsals
with his actors finding the characters
and plot. That’s not what I do. Foremost
is the script and then we rewrite from
rehearsals of that script. Just like we did
on both Down Terrace and Kill List we’d
shoot on script then off script. That’s
definitely more freedom on the day
than what I gather happens on a Leigh
set. I do think it’s important to cover
off script so you can investigate other
avenues. Scenes can easily be done in
different, and better, places. The one set
on the climbing frame was completely
improvised, it was a location we found
by chance on the day and it worked so
much better. I shot tons of material and
as a result Sightseers became a massive
editing process”.
Shot in a month in actual tourist
destinations – yes, the Crich Tramway
Museum really does exist – Sightseers
was also filmed in chronological order.
“Film4 had given Chris and Alice some
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development money to go and research
a possible caravanning trip and Chris’
dad came up with the Lake District route
seen in the film. So they had already
planned what scenes would be shot in
such places as the Ribblehead Viaduct. It
was a proper holiday route we followed
so if people are interested we could set
up the definitive Sightseers tour as a
commercial concern!
“I didn’t let the actors have any rest,
except when driving between locations.
We just carried on with them continually
in character as the tone developed en
route. It was a relatively easy shoot
despite it being the biggest film I’ve
made. It was rainy, blowy and difficult
in terms of location logistics but, hey,
filmmaking is a breeze compared to most
other jobs”.
No question about it though, when the
violence happens and the blood starts to
flow, it is a startling shock to the system.
“It does wake people up that’s for
sure”, laughs Wheatley. “I did face a
lost of initial pressure to take out the
more excessive blood-letting. But I
always stood by those graphic scenes.
If you have characters murdering each
other and you don’t see what they’ve
done, it lets both the characters and the
audience off the hook. There’s something
uncomfortably funny and pleasingly
amoral about the way they hastily
dispatch anyone who crosses them.
But we don’t glamorise murder as there
can’t be no consequences at all when
these people are killed and it shouldn’t
be laughed off. It makes the scenes after
each slaughter even more queasy and
uneasy and that was important. I made
the murders super real to give them a
high impact value”.
The murderous mixed with the
mundane is what singles Sightseers out
from the crowd and makes it such a
guilty pleasure. “Look, arch villains and
monsters are only found in literature.
Only in cinema do they wear big black
capes and have pointed teeth. The

reality is there is good and bad in every
single person and in every single day.
We don’t look moustache-twirling evil
when we do awful things in true life do
we? So the nasty things in Sightseers
may be a million miles away from our
own behaviour but they draw you into
the action so you become a spectator.
The tone I was going for could be
called Badlands meets Clockwise. Some
people have seen similarities to Eating
Raoul, others Monty Python. I can see
all comparisons yet I don’t think any are
valid really, as I went for the anarchy I
see in that typically English fury which is
just bubbling under the surface of most
people. I think it’s that Englishness that
makes it even funnier. When I heard the
Cannes audience reacting the way they
did I realised it did work for non-locals
too. Dark humour travels no matter what
the location”.
‘Wheatley the workaholic’ they call
him. For once Sightseers was in the can,
he finished off directing his segment
for The ABCs of Death anthology and
prepped Freakshift. That Nick Froststarring movie involves a world where
creatures rise up at night and terrorise
decent citizens, leading to the creation of
the Freakshift, a government-organised
band of thrill-seeking hunters happy
to go out killing for duty, sport and
money. But as you read this Wheatley
will already have shot A Field In England
ready for Cannes 2013.
“It’s set against the backdrop of the
English Civil War and stars Michael
Smiley from Kill List, Reece Shearsmith
(The League of Gentlemen), Peter
Ferdinando (Tony), Julian Barratt (The
Mighty Boosh), Ryan Pope and Richard
Glover from Sightseers. Basically it’s
about a small group of army deserters
who get trapped inside a ‘fairy’ circle
of magic mushrooms. They start firing
on themselves in a sort of Groundhog
Day scenario. It’s a witch-style thing and
is going to be psychedelic, trippy, very
arty but weird. I wanted to make it super
quick on a low budget before doing
something more commercial, straighter
and mainstream like Freakshift. It’s a
project that we have been talking about
for years and are very excited about,
bringing together the more psychedelic
elements of Kill List and Sightseers while
weaving in our take on historical drama”.
With his profile so high at the
moment, has he been offered any major
Hollywood movies?
“You mean like Total Recall 6 and Saw
15? Not at all, it’s all nonsense unless
you go to LA and ‘do meetings’. And are
there really studio suits screaming down
phones ‘Get me the guy who did Kill List’!
I don’t think so. Especially now I’ve made
this bonkers experimental movie titled
Sightseers, which I suppose could have
been called Kill Spree and been seen as
a sequel. They are similar movies if you
look at the structure. Sightseers is just
cheerier and not so challenging from
a narrative perspective. Eek perhaps
Hollywood will start calling after all”. DSD
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THE SORCERERS (1967)
Out Now.
Warner Archive Collection.
Cert: N/A.
One of the too-few movies made
by talented British director Michael
(Witchfinder General) Reeves, this
interesting little chiller is one of Boris
Karloff’s best latter-day efforts and has
deservedly attained quite a cult status
over the years.
Boris plays an aged former hypnotist
who has developed a device that can
control the minds of others, and finds
a willing guinea pig to test it on in the
shape of bored youth Ian Ogilvy (a
schoolmate of Reeves who appeared
in all his movies and went on to star in
Return of the Saint).
Boris approaches Ogilvy amid the
greasy splendour of a 60s Wimpy bar
and promises him the experience of a
lifetime. “What are you selling mate,
cheap hash?” Curious, the youngster
accompanies Karloff back to his poky
old flat, where the back room has been
turned into a strikingly contrasting
gadget-filled mad lab. Popping a
Merlin Jones-type helmet on Ogilvy’s
head, Boris and his creepy old wife
(Catherine Lacey) subject him to a
psychedelic brainwashing that owes a
lot to a similar scene in The Ipcress File
a few years earlier.
Now they have a psychic link with
Ogilvy and can make him do anything

they want. They can also experience
his feelings and emotions - a seductive
thrill that encourages the evil Lacey
to push their remote control puppet
from doing the ton on the motorway
to pinching mink coats, beating up his
best mate and murdering sexy blonde
Susan George with a pair of scissors.
He also does for a mini-skirted pop
singer before the cops inevitably close
in and Reeves stages a pretty exciting
car chase whose fiery conclusion
(filmed without legal permission)
apparently got so out of control that
the film crew scurried away from the
scene before the real police and fire
brigade arrived.
Produced by Tony Tenser’s Tigon
Films, The Sorcerers is neatly done on
a low budget and invites interesting
Peeping Tom type parallels between
what Karloff and Lacey are doing
with the vicarious thrills offered by
the cinematic experience itself. Lacey
is one scary old lady, making Karloff
look like a kindly old grandad by
comparison. Ogilvy is a bit bland,
but he is supposed to be playing
a character with a subjugated
personality anyway. Letterboxed at
1.78:1 this Warner Archive release
looks a lot better than the washed
out UK Metrodome release of some
years back and though the disc has no
extras it’s well worth picking up online.
AB.
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The latest genre-related DVD and
Blu-ray releases reviewed by the
redoubtable James Kloda and
our esteemed editor Allan Bryce
THE DEVIL’S BUSINESS (2011) DVD
Out Now Metrodome Certificate: 18
“I am the devil and I’m here to do the
devil’s business.” Often misattributed
to Charles Manson, these words were
actually spoken by another member
of his Family, Charles ‘Tex’ Watson, as
a callous death sentence to one of his
victims slaughtered at the house of
Sharon Tate. The same phrase might
also be the calling card of Mr. Pinner,
a world-weary assassin for ruthless
East End gangster Bruno. But he
would probably refer to it as the ‘devil’s work’, each new
hit a task from his employer. Killing is a job: nothing more,
nothing less. At the house belonging to an old colleague
of Bruno’s called Kist, Pinner and younger thug Cully
lie in wait for its owner to come back from the opera. A
straightforward job, until a skinned sheep’s head is found
in the drawing room: it will not be long before a noise
leads them to an outhouse. Skulls, candles, pentagram:
further evidence that someone may be an over-zealous
acolyte of Aleister Crowley. Once Kist returns, the job is
carried out, quick, efficient, no nonsense. But when Cully
realises that he left his watch behind, the pair discover that
the body has disappeared with no evidence of misdeed.
Killing for a living has its own pension scheme, and Pinner
is soon to find out just what that is. The Devil’s Business
takes time to set up its oblique atmosphere and is all
the more uneasy for it. A spooky anecdote from Pinner
describing the most infernal incident in his chequered past
is patiently told, the image incrementally pushing forward
as we are sucked into his private abyss. Displaced camera
angles further this: an overhead shot of him banging on
the shed door seems like he’s scratching to get into a
coffin-lid; the reverse position when it opens suggests a
trapdoor to hell itself. A smart indication of the descent
into abject paranoia that this particular job has initiated.
The second feature from writer-director Sean Hogan
is another example of the intelligence and bitterness that
lurks behind recent British genre cinema. Pinner and Cully
are a well-realised odd couple, the cynical calculation and
jaded fatalism of the lifelong hood (hauntingly played
by Billy Clarke) grating against the younger man’s naïve
incomprehension and raw fear about how this racket
works, a generation apart in both social and ethical
terms: they could be bankers if we didn’t know otherwise.
When the dead Satanist reappears to talk to his peer,
the moral is thrown on the table with the sly flourish of
an irreproachable poker hand- if one is in the employ
of vice, be it old Beelzebub or Beelzebruno, better be
a “shameless careerist” than a dutiful wage-slave, an
ambitious businessman rather than a mere professional.
For Pinner the devil’s work is never done; for Kist it’s only
just beginning.
The final scenes may lose themselves in their need to
provoke occult fright, but the claustrophobic filmmaking
and savvy writing mark Hogan out as one to watch. JK.
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BEREAVEMENT (2010) DVD
Out Now. High Fliers.
Certificate: 18.
The relatively recent news stories of Josef
Fritzl and Natascha Kamputsch have
provided horror cinema grim ground
to rest upon. Any film that features an
underground cellar and younger victim
exploited by a predator cannot help but ring
with the deafening echo of real life. Michael,
Markus Schleinzer’s detached portrait of
a paedophile, hangs around months after
being encountered, a dread reminder of that
which can lurk behind innocuous façade.
This year’s FrightFest saw two entries that
also directly referenced the Austrian cases,
Paura 3-D by the Manetti Bros. and Jennifer
Chambers Lynch’s Chained. Both were
concerned with how captivity conditions the
victim and what the psychic legacy may be,
perhaps inspired by such details as the fact
that Kamputsch bought the house that was
her prison and regularly visited to clean it.
Bereavement attempts a similar probe into
what is known as Stockholm syndrome.
Martin Bristol is a child with a rare genetic disorder where he
cannot feel pain. As his mother describes the difficulties involved
in caring for him (hourly checks for cuts and bruises), the boy
is abducted by one Graham Sutter: living alone in the isolated
meatpacking factory bequeathed to him by his father, Sutter kidnaps
and tortures girls in the basement, and has decided to bring in a
disciple, conveniently one who, despite Christian upbringing, cannot
understand physical suffering. Five years later, teenager Allison
moves to the area to live with her uncle Jonathan (Michael Biehn)
after her parents’ tragic death in a car accident. When out walking
one day, she glimpses a young face at the window of Sutter’s Poultry

THE UNINVITED (1944) DVD
Out Now. Exposure Cinema. Certificate: PG.
In the early days of Hollywood, the things that
tended to go bump in the night in a dark old
house were the thud of illicit activity or the
heightened slap of a pratfall. The haunted
mansion was mainly used as a ploy to cover-up
dodgy dealings (The Cat & The Canary) or as
the setting for some zany farce (The Ghost Goes
West). It wasn’t really until the mid-‘40s that the
humble ghost decided it was ready for ethereal
close-up, cast off the white sheet and floated
into the gloomy limelight to be reckoned with
as a serious presence. Uninvited, naturally. On
their last day of holidaying in Cornwall, Roderick
‘Rick’ Fitzgerald and his sister Pamela chance
upon a beautiful, deserted house on the Cornish
coast. Immediately falling in love with its Gothic
allure, their relatively low offer is accepted with
little hesitation by a local landowner despite
the protestations of his granddaughter Stella
Meredith: family home you know.
That the last tenants experienced
‘disturbances’ in. That has a strange garret
with huge bay window facing the sun yet is
always a-chill, and brings upon those who enter
a strange, abject melancholy. And, let us not
forget, the property comes with a disembodied
female wail that will sporadically howl the dawn
(and its occupants) into wakefulness. A house
with true character. What, say, is there some
awful tragedy linked to the upstairs room where
Mr. Meredith painted his Spanish model Carmel?
A cliff-top struggle between Stella’s mother and
her father’s Latin mistress when the girl was
32 The DarkSide DIGITAL

plant and curiosity gets the better of her.
In its prosaic re-treading over the
‘nature/nurture’ chestnut, writer-director
Steven Mena trowels on his central theme
of essential goodness being corrupted
by tragic circumstance. In most cases,
this concerns the eponymous feeling of
loss: Allison is sullen, Jonathan bitter, his
neighbour an alcoholic cripple since the
suicide of his wife, his son consequently
timid and introverted. The air of misfortune
is such that this spot of Pennsylvania could
do with a nuclear holocaust to brighten
it up. No such luck: once Allison enters
Sutter’s own den of failure and self-loathing,
the various bouts of perpetual glumness
are methodically cured with a shotgun to
the chest or shovel to head. Beats Prozac.
Crucially, the central relationship between
Sutter and his potential acolyte is woefully
underdeveloped, the boy remaining a blank
presence, impassively watching regular
murder and then swiftly running awaythere is no nuance to the repetition and
his reaction, refusing tension or menace
until a final act where Martin will reveal his behavioural proclivity
toward nature or nurture for anyone still interested. It is unclear what
motivates Sutter: is Martin there solely to bear witness or to take over
some horrendous duty that he’s inherited from his father? And what
of the large animal skull our deranged butcher talks to or the moving
shadows in the loft? The mid-Western settings of empty skies and
desolate tracts of land may be well captured, but Mena should have
spent longer amongst the dirty troughs and locked closets of the
basement. As it is, the film is curiously bereft of ideas, and more likely
to induce a sense of chronic fatigue syndrome rather than that which
it attempts to explore. Extras: None. JK.

three resulted in the
dashing against rocks
of her ancestor:
many have their
suspicion about
what happened, but
it is now finally time
for the dead to give
the true account
and perhaps tempt
the living heir to
join them…
One of the
first ghost
stories of the
American screen
to explicitly
reference the
supernatural,
The Uninvited
is chock full
of tropes that
have since
come to be de rigueur for the
genre: animals won’t go upstairs, a pungent
aroma accompanies spiritual arrival, and a faked
séance is nevertheless commandeered by forces
unseen; all these are deployed without sense of
cliché. Charles Lang deservedly won an Oscar
for best black-and-white photography and the
interiors are shot through with dusky shadow
with dim puddles of light concentrated on the
mounting unease of the actors’ faces. And the
manifestation of the spectre is eerily unsettling,
a vaguely feminine wisp dancing mockingly in

the air. Interestingly, director
Lewis Allen was reluctant
to show the ghost, but
bowed under pressure from
Paramount.
Its spooky mystery
exquisitely rendered, what
also marks the film, making
its world premiere on DVD,
is its sardonic sense of
humour. Ray Milland plays
Rick with a slightly oafish
gallantry that frequently
backfires as when he reassures
his sister that there’s nothing
to be afraid of on their first
fitful night, yet, seconds later,
leaps under the covers like a
frightened child at the sound
of a door closing. The pleasure
of the film is in watching Rick
gradually ‘man-up’ to the female
phantom and deliver one of the
unsung best final lines in movie
history. Blending the frightening, nefarious and
comedic under one haunted roof, The Uninvited
propelled the ghost story to a new dimension.
Those bumps in the night wouldn’t be the same
again.
Extras: Collector’s booklet featuring writing
from our very own editor with much more
interesting things to say; Two full-length radio
adaptations starring Milland; Trailer. The transfer
in the main is good, but some night scenes are
grainy, doubtless due to the original masters. JK.
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TETSUO: THE IRON MAN/
TETSUO II: BODYHAMMER
(1989/1992) DVD/Blu-ray.
Out Now. Third Window Films.
Certificate: 18.
Long live the New Flesh!
One cannot help but hear these
words from the body-horror of
Videodrome echo throughout
the twisted fuselage of Shinya
Tsukamoto’s frenetic, irascible
techno-surrealist masterpiece
Tetsuo. But this is no organic
transformation or technological enhancement, rather an industrial
hybridisation between man and metal to create a New World on the
smoking foundation of the obsolete flesh once known as humanity.
Sounds apocalyptic? Sure, the director’s monochrome nightmare
doubtless pestered by a national psyche that had the bomb dropped
on them twice and was only a decade away from the uncertainty of a
new millennium. Tetsuo begins with a character known only as the Metal
Fetishist (Tsukamoto) inserting an iron rod into an open thigh wound.
Instead of being able to show off the glistening body mod, maggots begin
to swarm over the diseased tissue causing him to flee into the street and
onto the bonnet of a passing car. The driver, a Salaryman (cult actor
Tomorowo Tamaguchi), gets out to see if he’s OK. From hereon in, the
accidental encounter with chassis changes both of their lives irreversibly:
after lodging a razor blade in his cheek, Salaryman begins to gradually
mutate into a heap of hardware; Metal Fetishist becomes cocooned in a
scrap metal womb before bursting out to destroy the other Iron Man once
his metamorphosis is complete. The film is compelling in its abstraction
and intransigent vision. The characters both want to consume and be
consumed by metal in a world gone insane with industrialisation and
mechanised warfare: extreme close-ups of forks are twisted in mouths,

THE TRIAL (1962) Blu-ray
Out Now. StudioCanal. Certificate: PG.
“Someone must have made a false accusation
against Josef K., for he was arrested one
morning without having done anything
wrong.” The opening sentence to Franz Kafka’s
nightmarish masterpiece The Trial places
the reader in a similar position to that of its
protagonist: devoid of detail or reason, an incontrovertible fact is simply stated that we are
forced to accept. Whilst this scene begins the
action of Orson Welles’s adaptation, as K. is
rudely awoken by a plain-clothes police officer
intruding into his apartment, it is prefigured
by a parable narrated by the director and
shown in thick monochrome etchings of a
man who waits outside a door for his entire
life to gain admission to the Law: as he comes
close to breathing his last, the gate closes on
him forever, no logical explanation offered by
the guard as to why he was refused access.
Someone sentenced to meaningless purgatory
through no fault of his own, any attempt at
resolution or defence denied.
In choosing to start with such an abstract
tale, Welles explicitly signals his version as
metaphor: if, when writing in the mid-1910s,
Kafka had a strange premonition of what
was about to happen in Europe, by the time
the film was released in 1962, over half of the
continent had lived or were living under a
totalitarian regime.
Anthony Perkins plays K. as a distracted
everyman trapped in a hopeless labyrinth of
paranoia, his own sense of innocence disintegrating through unsubstantiated suspicions
against his character and hitherto repressed
urges, both sexual and temperamental,

corrugated piping inserted
into assholes during a bizarre
cyber-strip show; perhaps the
most shockingly surreal image
is that of Salaryman’s girlfriend
willingly sacrificing herself on the
giant drill bit that has replaced
his penis. Tsukamoto refuses
conventional shooting technique,
preferring to capture angularity
and almost allowing the texture
of the material in front of the
camera to dictate the framing.
His use of frenzied time-lapse and writhing stop motion to propel the two
protagonists toward a showdown in a metal-smelting factory suggests a
civilisation desperate for annihilation. “We can rust the world into the dust
of the universe,” says Metal Fetishist to Salaryman once he realises what
their true scourge is. Tetsuo II: Bodyhammer is more of a companion piece
to its predecessor, the most noticeable difference being its striking use of
metallic blues and searing copper in a world no less stark and foreboding
despite the introduction of colour. This time round, another complacent
salaryman has his family kidnapped by some cyberpunk goons who
shoot him with what looks like a molten drop of ore: he becomes the
victim of a cult led by a metal fetishist who is creating a beefcake army of
man-machines. However, the ‘mild specimen’ that was seemingly chosen
at random is anything but: channelling his rage through the violation of his
wife and child, his chest sprouts an arsenal of thunderous firepower.
As in Tetsuo, the pair are ostensible nemeses until they realise that
capacity for eradication is magnified not through opposition but
assimilation. What unites both films is Tsukamoto’s understanding of the
beauty of destruction. The decay and corrosion of junk metal in Iron Man
becomes almost elegant as does the orgiastic spraying of blood against a
wall as the woman is penetrated by Salaryman’s whirring member. JK.

coming to the fore:
if K. ever escaped
his predicament,
he may well have
opened a motel in
the mid-West. As
K. attempts to keep
his sanity whilst
wandering from
cavernous office to
chambers cluttered
with paperwork,
Welles unleashes
a psychosis
of deranged
Expressionist
sensibility.
Space is stretched
and distorted at
will, ceilings low as
if ready to crush
humanity out of the room or absurdly high
shrinking the individual against the empty
vastness. A violent interrogation in a cramped
cupboard is so tightly framed and briskly
edited, a single bulb swinging in the darkness
adding further confusion, that it could induce
claustrophobia; rows of uniform buildings and
shelves tapering into infinity give an equal
sense of airlessness. Countless typewriters
clattering prove as exhausting and deafening
as the circuitous rhetoric that everyone barks
at K. in place of explanation or assistance:
when the soundtrack calms, a clock can be
heard, not ticking with urgency but out of
routine monotony. Perhaps what disturbs
most in The Trial is the conflict between the
universal and bitterly personal. Imagery of

amassed semi-naked men
and women wrapped in
blankets with numbers
around their necks, waiting
in a huge compound,
bleeds with the memory of
the largest-scale example
of senseless execution in
recent memory.
But uncomfortably
rubbing alongside this is
K.’s interaction with various
strange women, each one
increasingly yielding to his
unassuming manner: the
impotence experienced in
attempting to fathom his
case ironically makes him
more desirable culminating
in a truly terrifying
scene where K. becomes
trapped in a room surrounded by babbling
girls, each leering at him through wooden
slats. The collective guilt of the 20th Century
displaced by an individual, psychosexual one.
Overall, The Trial is a deeply disconcerting and
desperate work that barrages the viewer with
unremitting sensory assault.
Extras: The Blu-Ray transfer makes Edmond
Richard’s precise, high-contrast photography
glisten on screen. On top of that, an in-depth
French documentary on the making of the
film, an interview with Richard that is a must,
‘Tempo’ profile of Welles with the director in
playfully arch mode; Interview with Steven
Berkoff giving background on Kafka; Deleted
scene; Trailer. A comprehensive package that
does this impressive film proud. JK.
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HOUSE OF LONG SHADOWS (1983) DVD
Out Now Final Cut Entertainment Certificate: 15
In the forty years after The Uninvited, so many mansions had been
bothered by pesky phenomena that the genre was a mere ghost of its
former self, haunted by mediocrity. When it becomes time to dispense
with referential devices such as cheap puns, one can opt for comic
parody to keep the fashion in a frame to which it is accustomed. And
such it is, in more ways than one, with House Of The Long Shadows.
Cannon Films rejected Pete Walker and writer Michael Mark Of
The Devil Armstrong’s treatment Deliver Us From Evil because the
producers were keen to make a project featuring an all-star cast of
horror icons - such folk would hardly be attracted to the grisly type of
exploitation that the director was famous for. So the filmmakers settled
upon an Old Dark House-type yarn with John Carradine, Vincent
Price, Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee all signed up, none of them
strangers to the attics and basements of foreboding manors.
The simplistic plot concerns American author Kenneth Magee
(Desi Arnaz Jnr.) who enters a wager with his publisher Allyson
(Richard Todd) that he can write a Gothic pastiche in 24 hours given
the right location of atmosphere and isolation. Upon being sent to
Bbllyddpaetwr Manor (‘Bald Pate’ to you and I), he soon discovers
that he is not alone, joined first by two ghoulish ‘caretakers’, and then
Allyson’s meddlesome secretary Mary sent to distract him. When
another couple of urbane eccentrics rock up, Ken and Mary discover
that the four cranks are all part of the Grisbane clan, reunited at their
family seat to keep a promise made forty years ago, to release the
youngest member from the attic where he was imprisoned as a child
for murder most foul. To complicate matters, the new owner of the
property turns up just before the room is discovered empty- as a
gruesome legacy is brought to retribution, he can only watch as, one
by one, all present slump into a terrible downturn.
Thunder cracks, missing portraits, shrieking black cats, forlorn
gloom: every cobwebby cliché is thrown into the mordant melting pot.
Ken, played with chipper apprehension by Arnaz, further adds to the
theatricality, congratulating Mary on uttering a “classic heroine line”
when she volunteers herself to venture into a secret passage.
But it is the sheer delight of seeing horror’s grand veterans under
the same roof together that makes this house worth spending a night
in. With the cinematography boasting a superb control of shadow
play and having the right amount of grue and macabre behaviour to
keep Walker fans happy, House Of Long Shadows has enough roguish
conceit to convince that there may still be life left in the old dark house
yet. JK.
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DAS TESTAMENT DES DR.
MABUSE (1933) DUAL
FORMAT
Out Now. Eureka! Masters
of Cinema. Certificate: 12.
Part crime-thriller, part
ghost story, part psychotic
allegory, Das Testament des
Dr. Mabuse is a shimmering
chimera, labyrinthine,
demented, yet pulsing
with a precise logic all its
own, rather like the mind
of its titular character.
A sequel to 1922’s Dr.
Mabuse, The Gambler, the
film can also be seen as
a continuation of Lang’s
previous masterpiece
M, both in the dogged
character of Inspector
Lohmann (the wonderfully terse Otto Wernicke) and in its depiction of a
country in thrall to an increasingly dangerous underworld. But whereas
M locks the audience into the paranoid claustrophobia of a child killer’s
mind, Mabuse emits a sweeping, disorienting mania that confounds and
beguiles.Ten years ago, Dr. Mabuse was a master Svengali who used
hypnosis to commit crimes of a “magnitude deemed impossible” before
preferring insanity over incarceration. Frozen in an upright position, never
speaking or sleeping, Mabuse now writes endless pages of notes detailing
criminal activity, kept pristine by his supervisor Professor Baum, a man
mesmerised by the villain’s still active ‘genius’.
As the city’s hoodlums meet more frequently with a mysterious
‘Doctor’ who hides behind a curtain, a plan is being masterminded to
bring Germany to its knees: a wave of senseless crime profiting no one,
acts to inspire fear and terror until the populace become trembling putty
in a degenerate grip. Is the stupefied Mabuse still conveying telepathic
influence? It is inevitably up to Lohmann to solve the enigma before it
is too late. As is typical of Lang, various smokescreens are employed to
confuse vision and obscure action: an attempted assassination occurs in
blackout with brief, bright tableaux glimpsed to accompany gunshots;
when a shot is fired into the Doctor’s curtain, it is unclear which side of
the screen the reverse angle is looking at.
Most jarringly, the director uses soundtrack to throw the viewer off
balance: Mabuse begins with its camera prowling through a cellar-cummakeshift laboratory before settling on a fugitive figure cowering against
a wall: we are thrown directly into the action, our gradual understanding
of the scene hindered by an abstract noise from outside, so powerful
that it shakes the room- is it churning machinery making that sound, an
overhead train, soldiers marching?
Later on, a murder at a crossroads (later imitated in The Ipcress File)
occurs stealthily over the honking of multiple traffic horns. This is a
noisome, industrialised world, frustrating to the senses.
Further complication occurs between realism and the phantasmagoric.
Interspersed between typically tense action scenes, the police procedural
aspects of the mystery are filmed methodically, key exhibits and markers
(bullets, guns, timepieces) held up close to the camera for forensic
examination. Undermining this certainty are the sudden appearances of
Mabuse, a transparent apparition with monstrous bug-eyes as if his brain
has swollen into the sockets: irrational visions mercilessly superimposed
on and overpowering proceedings explored by logic.
By the time we reach the final car chase in all its hysterical motion, wild
transfixion and hallucinatory editing, the film has moved into a delirious
abandon of its own: as Lohmann remarks over the puzzling conclusion,
“There’s nothing left to do here for a mere police inspector.”
Das Testament des Dr. Mabuse should have been released in 1933 the
same year Hitler became Chancellor of Germany. The film was officially
banned because it showed how easy a group of insurgents could
challenge the State. But perhaps Fritz Lang had lifted the curtain too
soon, frightening the many ‘Doctors’ waiting in the Third Reich. Mabuse is
a testament to the director’s own terrified foresight.
Extras: Typically thorough booklet featuring Fritz Lang’s own thoughts
and rare, archival imagery; Audio commentary by film scholar David Kalat
that, whilst not without academic interest, is often wayward: “It’s as if the
script was pulled through a taffy puller.” JK.
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bitten, butchered and become thoroughly
bored (with a giant drill bit) culminating in
a gorgeously plasma-spattered snowscape
climax. In this instance, the redneck rabble
continue to deserve their supplementary
claim. JK.

simplistic story warrants. Everyone’s a victim,
baby, and that fails to satisfy. JK.

OUTPOST II: BLACK SUN DVD/Blu-ray
Out Now. Lions Gate. Certificate: 15.
What does one do upon hearing that there’s
yet another Nazi-zombie film about to be
released? Call “Nein, nein, nein.” Outpost
II: Black Sun follows two hunters of war
criminals, one for bounty and the other with
a specific target: the killer of her father-cumevil scientist Klausener, who is continuing his
Gestapo experiments to create an undead
Fourth Reich in present-day Eastern Europe.
It is difficult to review a film on reflection
that is so utterly unmemorable, but here
goes: blandly characterised except for a
plain-speaking Scottish soldier; the crappest
zombies this side of an Uwe Boll movie (gruff,
invincible, yet allergic to electromagnetism);
a shameless opportunity for another sequel.
NEIN! The impressively desolate locations
and hazy, atmospheric photography seem
to have drifted in from a different sensibility
altogether, one that’s at least conscious.
Outpost II ought to frogmarch right up where
its Black Sun can’t shine. JK.
THE VICTIM (2012) DVD
Out Now. Anchor Bay. Certificate: 15.
Everyone’s a victim, baby, that’s the truth.
Michael Biehn appropriates Errol Brown’s lyric
in his directorial feature to middling success.
He plays Kyle, a loner living in the woods
who is rudely awakened one night by Annie
(played by his spouse, Jennifer Blanc-Biehn),
a woman on the run being chased by two
cops after one of them snapped her best
friend’s neck on a libidinous picnic. Can Annie
trust her grizzled protector and is that a role
he wants to accept?
Clearly aspiring to grindhouse grunge in
action and style (grimy day-for-night lensing
is prevalent), The Victim has moments of
rough physicality and Biehn always throws his
weight. But there is an embarrassing moment
of husband/wife gratuity and the script seems
to think there’s more ambiguity than the
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WRONG TURN 4: BLOODY BEGINNINGS
(2012) DVD/Blu-ray
Out Now. 20th Century FoxCertificate: 18.
Three Finger, One Eye, Saw Tooth: those most
infamous claimants of disability benefit are
back in a third sequel. This one, as it purports
on the tin, explores their gruesome origin.
Except it doesn’t. Despite a brief opening of
jolly infant inbred insurgence in a macabre
sanatorium, the action leaps to 2003 and a
bunch of college kids taking refuge in the now
abandoned loony bin after getting stranded in
a snowstorm. Sure enough, our triumvirate of
hayseed terror have sat out their adolescence
there: now proves an ideal opportunity to
unleash a few tantrums.
Bloody Beginnings is actually more fun
than it ought to be worth in this type of
cynical nihilism. Each victim progressively
more annoying than the last, they are

CURSE (2008) DVD
Out Now. Grayson Pictures. Certificate: 15.
Another sparsely populated country, another
troop of soldiers getting offed by presence
unknown. Billed as Singapore’s first horror,
there is little new in the premise of an island,
you guessed it, curse coming to wreak
vengeance on people who shouldn’t be there
in the first place. If only the military’s job
wasn’t to meddle.
Whenever violence occurs, a snap to
prolonged black is patiently held, confusing
and tantalising: there is no doubting director
Esan Sivalingham’s stylish tics. But once the
ghoul shows herself, in desperate need of
dermatological treatment and little else, and
the diabolical legend is elucidated to be more
banal than was thought, what ammunition
Curse had rapidly dwindles. Dare it be said,
this type of film is beginning to warrant some
kind of desperate intervention before it gets
lost in its own jungle of haunted cliché. JK.
MY EX (2011) DVD
Out Now. MVM. Certificate: 15.
It is not often that I can say that watching the
horror known as My Ex on TV, an unbalanced
number that’s intermittently unpleasant, was
a generally sadistic experience. But that’s
by the by. This Thai shocker concerns Ken,
a handsome movie star with more admirers
than Imelda Marcos has shoes. Quick to
profess commitment and even quicker to jilt
for better favour, it isn’t long before a jealous
ex wants to bloodily test his promise of
undying love.
But which one is it from the warren of
potential bunny-boilers? And is she even
earthly, for a few of his rejections have met
grim consequence? 1
Frequently jumpy with a sleek air of mystery,
it’s all a bit too easy to root for the wronged,
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Ken being such an unrepentant bastard. My
Ex is worth a ride but don’t be surprised if
you’re left with a sense of disappointment. JK.

KILLER JOE (2012) DVD/Blu-ray
Out Now. Entertainment One. Certificate: 18.
There’s a scene in William (The Exorcist)
Friedkin’s new movie where Matthew
McConaughey forces slutty Gina Gershon
to do things with a chicken drumstick
that Colonel Sanders would assuredly not
approve of. Shedding his romcom image
with a vengeance, hunky Matt is the title
character, a black-hatted Dallas detective
who moonlights as a hit man when
the price is right. Hired by trailer-trash
drugdealer Emile Hirsch to murder his
beat-up, alcoholic mother, Joe also gets
to take full sexual advantage of Hirsch’s
jailbait sister, Juno Temple. Based on a
stage play and boasting a particularly
odd ending, it’s so sleazy, amoral and
ultra-violent that you may want to take a
shower after watching. AB.

MEN IN BLACK III (2012) DVD/Blu-ray
Out Now. Sony. Certificate: PG.
Ten years on from their last MIB flick, the
double act of (Will) Smith and (Tommy
Lee) Jones is back on screen, though the
elderly-looking Jones only really drops in
for a cameo.
Much of the action is set in 1969, where
a time-travelling alien called Boris has
managed to bump off the younger
incarnation of Tommy’s Agent K (nicely
played by Josh Brolin). It’s up to Agent J
(Smith) to go back in time also, where he
teams up with the younger K to save the
world from being taken over by Boris – a
nightmarish prospect indeed, eh Prime
Minister?
It’s a bit confusing at times, but with a
swinging Sixties soundtrack, a cameo from
Andy Warhol and some spectacular special
effects, this is a great deal more fun than
the disappointing sequel. AB.

SEEKING A FRIEND FOR THE END OF
THE WORLD (2012) DVD/Blu-ray
Out Now. StudioCanal. Certificate: 15.
If your idea of an enjoyable end-of-theworld movie involves massive explosions
galore and Bruce Willis heroically trying to
blow up asteroids then best steer clear of
this low-key but enjoyable comedy/drama.
A 70-mile-wide asteroid is heading for
Earth and it’s curtains for us all, so meek
salesman Steve Carell decides to spend
his last remaining days on a road trip with
his extrovert neighbour - a slightly less
annoying than usual Keira Knightley. Their
unlikely romance is both amusing and
affecting, leading to a tear-jerking finale.
See it if you have time. AB.

THEY LIVE (1988) DVD/Blu-ray
Out Now. www.movietyme.co.uk
Certificate: N/A.
Wrestler-turned-actor Roddy Piper
has come here to kick ass and chew
bubblegum. And he’s all out of bubblegum.
As the hero of this entertaining but uneven
John Carpenter sci-fi movie, he plays
a lonely drifter who arrives in LA and
discovers that the consumer society is
The DarkSide DIGITAL
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actually being dominated by aliens, who
are forcing more and more people to live
on the streets. When characters put on
special glasses they can see subliminal
messages everywhere, like ‘Stay Asleep,’
and ‘Obey.’ The glasses also reveal the true
guise of the aliens, who have skeleton-like
faces. It’s basically a reworking of Invasion
Of The Body Snatchers for the Bush
generation (George Sr. was elected just
as this came out). Scripted by Carpenter
himself under the pseudonym of ‘Frank
Armitage,’ the film starts out well but soon
runs out of steam, settling for standard
action set-pieces and an interminable
punch-up in an alleyway to show off
Piper’s fighting skills.
Shout Factory’s 2.35:1 transfer is simply
awesome, as are the extras: Audio
commentary with writer/director John
Carpenter and actor Roddy Piper,
Independent Thoughts – An interview
with John Carpenter, Man vs. Aliens – An
interview with actor Keith David, Woman
of Mystery – An interview with actress Meg
Foster, Watch, Look, Listen: The Sights &
Sounds of They Live, Original EPK: The
Making of They Live. Never-Before-Seen
Footage from the commercials created
for the film. You’ll have to bring your own
bubblegum, however, and be warned that
you need a Region A US player too. AB.
THE BOOGENS
(1981) Blu-ray and DVD.
Out Now. Olive Films/www.movietyme. com
Certificate: N/A.
The first thing that one should say about The
Boogens is, Stephen King liked it. In fact he
described it as an energetic monster movie
in Twilight Zone magazine. What can Steve
have been thinking? If there’s anything it’s
not, that’s energetic, and you have to wait an
awful long time before you get to the monster
action. The story has Utah residents opening
a silver mine years after a cave-in caused by
mysterious creatures.
To their horror they discover the little
critters are still in there - and mighty mad at
being penned up. The best thing about this
minor little monster movie is the Boogens
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themselves, multi-tentacled terrors who are
pretty scary to behold. But as we’ve already
pointed out they don’t make an appearance
until the end of the picture, which is too late
to salvage much interest in the by-the-numbers plot. The 1.78:1 transfer is very decent,
though colours are a little pale in keeping with
the snowy landscapes.
Extras: The disc comes with an audio
commentary by Director James L. Conway,
screenwriter David O’Malley and star Rebecca
Balding, who is married to Conway. The chat
is loose and funny, and they all think the
“monster” looks pretty horrible. If you’re a fan
of this 80s cult hit you will be pleased to see
Olive Films have done it proud. AB.
THE HOUSE OF DARK SHADOWS/NIGHT OF
DARK SHADOWS (1970/71) Blu-ray and DVD.
Out Now. Warner/www.movietyme. com
Certificate: N/A.
Dark Shadows was a popular US TV soap
opera for many years, and Jonathan Frid
repeats his regular starring role as the
150-year-old vampire Barnabas Collins,
accidentally released from his coffin by the
caretaker of the Collinswood mansion. He
turns up at the family pile pretending to
be an English cousin, and vampirises Joan

Bennett, who gets the stake treatment when
she returns from the grave. A silly sub-plot
has pretty Grayson Hall falling in love with
the rather grotty bloodsucker, and this slows
the movie down a lot, but things perk up at
the end when the vampire is dispatched in a
gruesomely unusual fashion (in scenes shot
in excruciating slow-motion). Dick Smith (The
Exorcist) did the makeup.
Night of Dark Shadows is a dated-looking
sequel filmed in TV movie style at millionaire
Jay Gould’s mansion in Tarrytown, New York.
David Selby stars as the last of the vampiric
Collins clan who inherits the family mansion
and moves in with his bride, Charlie’s Angel
Kate Jackson. Not long afterwards he starts to
experience vivid nightmares of a satanic past
life, and soon turns into a crazed monster who
tries to kill his wife. Filmed as The Curse Of
Dark Shadows when the series was in its final
weeks, this is boring stuff indeed, and even
fans of the show gave it a wide berth. Having
said that, it’s a bit more interesting than Tim
Burton’s deadly dull new movie of the show.
Released by Warner to capitalise on the new
movie the transfers are both quite stunning
in 1.85:1 ratio. If you’re a fan, the Blu-ray is
essential. AB
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Bunged in as an extra is the feature film,
The Cremators (1972), another low-budget
($40,000) effort which at least deserves a bit
of credit for originality, even if it comes off as
a below-average slice of movie entertainment.
Based on the J.C. May novella, The Dune
Rollers, it tells of an extra-terrestrial sphere
(which looks like a fiery version of the giant
balloon that pursues The Prisoner) that
lands on Earth and starts rolling across land,
absorbing everyone that gets in the way.
Female lead Maria Di Aragon (seen in the
exploitation flick Wonder Women) goes well
over the top on the eyeshadow, by the way.
Some of the effects are quite engaging, but
dialogue and performances are strictly for the
“Z” movie crowd. Harry Essex also wrote and
directed this one, which looks like it was shot
on 16mm. The transfer is very grainy indeed
but it’s a freebie so no big deal.
The only other extra is a nice on-camera
interview with actress De Aragon, shot at a
some movie convention.

ROSEMARY’S BABY
(1968) Blu-ray and DVD.
Out Now. Criterion Collection.
Certificate: N/A.
Polanski’s flawless adaptation of Ira Levin’s
bestseller has a perfectly-cast Mia Farrow
as the fragile, unsuspecting New York wife
of the title, whose actor husband John
Cassavetes becomes involved with a coven
of witches. Mostly filmed in the famed
Dakota building (where John Lennon met his
death), the movie works so brilliantly and is
so frighteningly believable is because of the
skilled way that the director’s own screenplay
allows the supernatural to slowly encroach
upon our heroine’s mundane everyday
existence - summed up most chillingly in
one scene that utilises a Scrabble set! Going
for small, intellectual shocks rather than
knee-jerk scares, this is intelligent horror for
grown-ups and utterly absorbing right up to
the understated ending. It was produced by
legendary schlock showman William Castle,
who has a brief cameo in the film as a guy
waiting outside a phone box.
Criterion’s edition looks amazing and has two
substantial extras. Remembering Rosemary’s
Baby has interviews with producer Robert
Evans, Polanski and Mia Farrow. Apparently
Polanski’s first choice for the lead role was
Tuesday Weld (who turned it down). Evans
wanted Robert Redford for Guy but Polanski
suggested Cassavetes. The feature-length
2012 Polish documentary Komeda, Komeda
is an interesting look at the short life of the
score composer Krzysztof Komeda who
died at 38 in Los Angeles, a result of friendly
rough-and-tumble at a party which caused
him to fall down some stairs and hit his head.
AB.
OCTAMAN
(1971) Blu-ray and DVD.
Out Now. Retromedia.
Certificate: N/A.
Shot in 16 days for a budget of $250,000
by Harry Essex, the man who wrote the

screenplays for It Came From Outer Space
and Creature From The Black Lagoon, this
silly horror flick features a similarly fishy
monster on the loose, this time carrying off
doomed heroine Pier Angeli (who died from
a barbiturate overdosed, either an accident or
suicide, during production). Kerwin Matthews
(7th Voyage Of Sinbad) heads a team of
explorers who venture into the Universal
Studio undergrowth on the trail of a half-man,
half-octopus, and like the audience he has
trouble keeping a straight face when the
monster actually appears.
A young Rick Baker provided Octaman’s
cheap rubber costume, and it’s probably the
most entertaining thing about this otherwise
dull picture. Designed as a spoof, it would
have been more fun if the makers had played
it for genuine thrills.
Octaman looks remarkably good here, with a
sharp image and bright colours, presented in
its original widescreen ratio of 1.85:1.

MAD MONSTER PARTY
(1967) Blu-ray and DVD.
Out Now. Lionsgate.
Certificate: N/A
It’s a monster of a convention as the new
leader of the Worldwide Organisation of
Monsters must be chosen by the soon-toretire Baron Von Frankenstein (voiced by
Boris Karloff). This is an imaginative animated
puppet feature which brings together all of
the classic monsters: The Werewolf, Dracula,
The Creature From The Black Lagoon, The
Invisible Man, King Kong, The Mummy,
The Hunchback Of Notre Dame, Dr. Jekyll
and Mr Hyde. Though strictly for kids, the
involvement of Karloff and the eerie nature of
the animation makes it worth a look for genre
buffs as well. Forrest J. Ackerman helped
write the script. However, whether you’re a
fan of this movie or not we suggest you avoid
this opportunistic Blu-ray release like the
plague because it has the most awful transfer
that mutes the bright colours of the original
and lacks depth and sharpness. It’s also
presented in full frame instead of the 1.85:1 it
was shot in. This is a DVD/Blu-ray double and
the DVD looks better, but not much! AB.
The DarkSide DIGITAL
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Universal Horrors

universal horrors

100 years of

fear
C
From The Phantom of The Opera to Jaws and
beyond, Simon Hooper celebrates a century

of Universal Horror

arl Laemmle. A name that is little
known or even remembered
these days. But without Laemmle
(pronounced Lem-Lee) there
would be no Universal studios. And you know who they
are, right?
This year, 2012, Universal studios is 100 years old
and remains the longest-running Hollywood film studio
(followed closely by Paramount). Universal have made
many great movies over the years, but their lasting
legacy is surely their classic monster movies, Dracula,
Frankenstein, The Mummy, The Invisible Man, The
Wolfman, The Hunchback of Notre Dame and Phantom
of the Opera.
Laemmle was a German Jew who originally had
been a Chicago clothes shop manager. Legend has it
that he was on a buying trip to Chicago when found
himself standing outside one of the Nickelodeons which
were massively successful at the time. He counted the
customers going in and calculated the daily takings.
Within weeks he resigned from his previous job to set
up his own Nickelodeon.
In 1906 Laemmle invested all his savings renting and
renovating a Chicago warehouse, painting the front
white and then imaginatively naming it the White Front
Theatre. Its success was huge, and Laemmle quickly
set up a second theatre as well as starting up the
Laemmle Film Service eventually becoming the largest
film distributor in the U.S. By 1908 the Edison-backed
Motion Picture Trust (MPT) demanded that exhibitors
pay fees for pictures produced by the Trust as well as
for all aspects of film production and exhibiting. That
same year, Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde was premiered in
Chicago. It was now regarded as the first real horror
film, despite being a mere 16 minutes long. The MPT
was draining Laemmle’s profits and to claw back some
money he set up the Independent Motion Picture
Company (IMP) with Abe and Julius Stern. With the
support of other discontented Nickelodeon owners
they all set out to avoid paying the Trust by producing
their own pictures, and by 1909 they released the one
reel Hiawatha, arguably the first ‘independent’ film.
This was only the start of Laemmle’s rebellion, and the
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Above:
The Hunchback
of Notre
Dame grossed
a colossal
$3million and
was Universal’s
tentpole movie
of 1923. The
Phantom of the
Opera would
become Lon
Chaney’s most
successful and
defining role

following year he began the unheard
of practice of giving screen credits to
the performers. Edison’s films refused
point blank to do this. Seeing your name
in lights was an obvious attraction to
previously anonymous actors, and by
playing to their vanity he attracted
many of the leading players of the time.
Laemmle had effectively, and perhaps
unwittingly, instigated the studio star
system.
Laemmle was brazen in his
manipulation of the media, and would
have put the modern day likes of Katie
Price/Jordan to shame. One of his stunts
involved the false rumour that the
studio’s first star, Florence Lawrence, had
been killed in a car accident in St Louis.
With the release of her ‘last’ film that
week, crowds flocked to the theatres.
His success continued, and on June 8,
1912, in New York, Carl Laemmle of IMP,
Pat Powers of Powers Picture Company,
Mark Dintenfass of Champion Films,
and Bill Swanson of American Éclair all
signed a contract to merge their studios.
Together they founded the Universal
Motion Picture Manufacturing Company
on 235 acres of land in the San Fernando
Valley, California with Laemmle finally
emerging as president in July 1912.
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By 1915 this had become the largest
production facility in Hollywood and
Laemmle was the first to open his studio
to tourists. Eventually all his partners
would be bought out by the financially
savvy Laemmle.
The new Universal studios had both
movie production and distribution
capacity, although the company did
not own many of the exhibition venues
which would go on to become central to
film industry integration in the following
decade.
Carl Laemmle and IMP’s first featurelength film release - was the six-reel
melodrama (and faux documentary)
Traffic in Souls (1913) (aka While New
York Sleeps) effectively a sex exploitation
film promising, and inevitably failing to
deliver, steamy sex.
Laemmle, already ahead of his time,
knew that sex sells and the film was
allegedly a serious look at young women
turning to prostitution at the start of the
century. Opening on 24th November 1913
in New York it was the most expensive
feature film of its day costing a massive
at $57,000. It went on to earn its anxious
producers a record $450,000. It was
not in the large cities but in the small
towns, where cheap melodramas played

well, that Universal found its success.
Laemmle was incredibly cautious as a
studio chief, one of the few studio heads
who chose not to develop a theatre
chain. He never borrowed to finance his
own films, refusing to take on debt.
Laemmle had elevated his personal
secretary to Head of Production. He
was Irving Thalberg, just 22 years old.
Thalberg had impressed Laemmle with
his inspired suggestions as to how
efficiently the studio could be operated.
By now horror films were invading
by stealth, and the German director F.
W. Murnau’s influential, expressionistic vampire film Nosferatu initiated a
trend for Gothic tales of horror. It was
considered the first genuine vampire
picture and starred Max Schreck as
Count Orlok - a rat-faced vampire.
Murnau had to rename his vampire
Nosferatu, while vampirish Count Dracula
became Count Orlock, and the action
was changed from Transylvania to
Bremen purely because Murnau did not
hold the rights to the Bram Stoker’s 1897
novel, Dracula.
Lon Chaney had been signed to
Universal for some time, regularly
appearing in the studio’s dramas. He
was a reliable and decent actor, the
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child of deaf parents, who unsurprisingly
given his upbringing became skilled in
pantomime.
In 1905, he met and married
16-year-old singer Cleva Creighton
(Frances Cleveland Creighton) and
in 1906, their first child and only son,
Creighton Chaney (a.k.a. Lon Chaney, Jr.)
was born. Marital troubles developed and
in April 1913, Cleva went to the Majestic
Theatre in downtown L. A. (where Lon
was managing the Kolb and Dill show),
and attempted suicide by swallowing
mercuric chloride.
The suicide attempt failed, but it
ruined her singing career. Scandal and
divorce forced Chaney out of the theatre
and into film, and between the years 1912
and 1917 he worked under contract for
Universal Studios doing bit or character
roles. His skill with makeup gained him
many parts, and during this time, Chaney
befriended the husband-wife director
team of Joe De Grasse and Ida May Park,
who gave him substantial roles in their
pictures, and encouraged him to play
macabre characters.
In 1919, Chaney gave a breakthrough
performance in George Loane Tucker’s
The Miracle Man. Not only did his acting
make an impact but his mastery of
makeup techniques was widely praised
also. This ability to transform himself
using makeup techniques earned him
the nickname “The Man of a Thousand
Faces’. Critical praise and the film’s gross
of over $2 million put Chaney on the
map as America’s foremost character
actor.
Chaney went on to appear in ten

films directed by Tod Browning, often
portraying disguised or mutilated
characters. “I wanted to remind people
that the lowest types of humanity
may have within them the capacity for
supreme self-sacrifice,” Chaney opined in
Movie magazine.
Despite such pretentious pontificating
Chaney was unquestionably talented in
creating monsters with humanity and
landed the role of The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (1923). Potentially this is
actually the second most famous interpretation of Victor Hugo’s novel, after
the critically acclaimed, much reissued
1939 masterpiece with Charles Laughton.
The film grossed a colossal $3million and
was Universal’s tentpole movie of 1923,
becoming their most successful silent
film.
The film’s grandiose sets together
with Lon Chaney’s performance and
spectacular make-up as the tortured
bell-ringer of Notre Dame elevated
the already well established character
actor, to full star status in Hollywood.
Hunchback set the standard for many of
the later horror films, including Chaney’s
The Phantom of the Opera in 1925. This
would become Chaney’s most successful
and defining role and really cement the
house style for the forthcoming classic
monster films in the early 30s
The background to The Phantom is
in itself worthy of a film. Le Fantôme
de l’Opéra is a novel by French writer
Gaston Leroux, who was little more
than a unsuccessful hack novelist. First
published as a serialisation in Le Gaulois
from September 23, 1909 to January 8,

1910 Phantom was out of print before
it was finally picked up for filming. The
novel has been massively overshadowed
by the success of its various film and
stage adaptations. The original book
publication of 1910 was illustrated with
five paintings by André Castaigne which
served as an inspiration for the 1925
film, and appeared in many subsequent
reprintings and translations.
Following the success of The
Hunchback of Notre Dame in 1923,
Chaney was once again given the
freedom to create his own make-up as
the Phantom, a habit which became
almost as famous as the films he starred
in. Chaney painted his eye sockets black,
giving a skull-like impression to them.
He also pulled the tip of his nose up and
pinned it in place with wire, enlarged his
nostrils with black paint, and put a set
of jagged false teeth into his mouth to
complete the ghastly deformed look of
the Phantom.
Chaney and the rest of the cast and
crew had, to put it mildly, ‘strained
relations’ with director Rupert Julian.
When Christine pulls the concealing
mask away, revealing his skull-like
features, audiences were said to have
screamed or fainted. But Chaney’s
appearance as the Phantom in the film
is actually the most accurate depiction
of the title character, based on the
description given in the novel, where he
is described as having a skull-like face
with a few wisps of black hair on top
of his head. As in the novel, Chaney’s
Phantom has been deformed since birth,
rather than having been disfigured by

Above:
The Man of
a Thousand
Faces - Lon
Chaney has a
hunch he’s on
to a winner
with his
Quasimodo
role
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Above:
It took three
attempts to
make a box
office success
out of Phantom
of the Opera,
but the film
went on to
gross over $2
million.
Opposite:
Necks please
- Bela bites in
Dracula (1931)

acid or fire, as in later adaptations of
the tale.
The initial reviews were so poor that
the film was pulled by the studio almost
immediately and director Julian was told
to re-shoot most of the picture. Halfway
through the reshoots he walked out.
Laemmle, who was producing, gave the
task of completing the job to Edward
Sedgwick (who later went on to direct
Buster Keaton). This second version was
premiered in San Francisco on April 26,
1925. It also died a death.
And so a third and final attempt was
made to salvage the production which
was edited down to nine reels before
being re-released on September 6, 1925,
in New York.
Laemmle, knowing it was do or die
time, pulled out all the stops - especially
with the full organ installed at the theatre
for the premiere event instead of the
house orchestra. The edict, ‘If at first
you don’t succeed try, try, try again’, this
time rang true. The film was a success
grossing over $2 million.
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And try again they did, because in
November 1929, after the successful
introduction of sound pictures, Universal
dubbed and re-shot a new cut of The
Phantom of the Opera with the new
Western Electric sound-on-disc process.
Ernst Laemmle (yes, one of Carl’s
relatives) re-shot a little less than half of
the picture in sound, while the remainder
contained music and sound effects.
Despite his success at Universal,
Chaney had now defected to MGM for
the last five years of his career. Universal
could not dub his voice, so “third person”
dialogue by the Phantom was looped
over shots of his shadow. The voice-overs
are uncredited. Chaney’s talkie debut was
eagerly anticipated by filmgoers even
though the posters emphasised, “Lon
Chaney’s portrayal is a silent one!” The
sound version of Phantom opened on
February 16, 1930 and grossed another
million dollars, then was stored away for
future use where it has since vanished
and is now considered to be lost although the soundtrack discs survive.

Original prints of the film were on
cellulose nitrate film stock and were
either worn out, decomposed or
destroyed by the studio (mostly the
latter). Universal would be involved in
three more Phantom adaptations. They
released remakes in 1943 and 1962, and
would distribute the 2004 adaptation
of the musical in Latin America and
Australia
There’s an old Hollywood saying: “The
son also rises.” Then, as now, allegations
of nepotism are often levelled at the
industry. Laemmle was no exception, and
in 1928, as a 21st birthday present, he
made his son, Carl, Jr. head of Universal
Pictures. At one point over 70 of his
relatives were on the payroll too resulting
in Carl, Sr. being known around the
studios as “Uncle Carl.”
To his credit, “Junior” Laemmle
persuaded his father to bring Universal
up to date, buying theatres converting
the studio to sound production, and
making several notable forays into
high-quality production. His early efforts
included the 1929 part-talkie version of
Show Boat, the Broadway musical, which
included Technicolor sequences, and
Universal’s first all-colour musical King
of Jazz (1930). Best of all was 1930’s All
Quiet on the Western Front, which won
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the newly-introduced Academy Award
for Best Picture.
But Universal’s entry into high-quality
production spelled the end of the
Laemmle era at the studio. Taking on
the task of modernising and upgrading
a film conglomerate in the depths of
a depression was risky, and for a time
Universal slipped into receivership.
The theatre chain was scrapped, but
Laemmle, Jr. held fast to distribution,
studio and production operations and it
was he who created a successful niche
for the studio, their long-running series
of monster movies, dubbed Universal
Horror. Dracula was about to rise from
the grave!
Sharing his father’s eye for success
Laemmle Jr saw the box office potential
in Stoker’s gothic thriller chiller, Dracula,
and he legally acquired the novel’s film
rights. It was to be a spectacle on a
scale with Hunchback and Phantom,
and Laemmle Jr was insistent on its star
being Lon Chaney, who by then was
under contract at MGM.
Tod Browning was then approached to
direct this new Universal epic. Browning
had already directed Chaney as a fake
vampire in the (lost) 1927 silent London
After Midnight and was keen to work
with him again. However Laemmle’s

best laid plans were to be scuppered
irrevocably. Chaney had been diagnosed
with throat cancer and succumbed to his
terminal illness at the age of 47 on 26th
August 1930.
By then Universal’s financial difficulties,
due to the production of Show Boat and
the onset of the Depression, caused a
drastic reduction in Dracula’s budget.
Several large-scale set pieces that
closely followed the Stoker storyline
were abandoned. With Chaney out of
the picture, casting the title role proved
problematic.
The part would finally go to Bela
Lugosi, a Hungarian, whose real name
was Béla Ferenc Dezso Blaskó (he took
his new stage name from his hometown
Lugos). After the war Lugosi had fled
Hungary via Germany to the US claiming
to be a leading actor in the National
Theatre of Hungary – truth was, his
roles were bit parts. Ironically Lugosi
had originally been approached in the
summer of 1927 to star in a Broadway
production of Dracula. The stage
production was successful, running 261
performances before touring and he was
soon called to Hollywood for character
parts. But it was his accent, while a part
of his image, which limited the roles
he could play - although it was part of

the draw to playing the Transylvanian
vampire too.
Despite Bela’s good reviews for the
stage role, Laemmle couldn’t have been
less interested. He courted other actors,
such as Paul Muni, for the role. Then as
luck would have it, Lugosi happened to
be in Los Angeles touring with the play
when the film was being cast and he
campaigned hard, ultimately winning
over the initially reluctant executives.
The fact that he agreed to a pitiful salary
for the seven weeks it took to shoot the
film also helped persuade the financially
troubled studio.
It’s something of a myth that Lugosi
could not speak English because he’d
been in English language productions
since about 1919, and by 1930 this was
as good as his English was ever going
to get. To this day Lugosi’s mode of
speaking in the film is often imitated and
exaggerated for comic effect - even The
Count in Sesame Street pays homage!
Dracula finally went into production.
By worst accounts it was chaos, at best,
disorganised. It all proved too much for
the methodical director Tod Browning,
who walked out, leaving cinematographer and now uncredited director Karl
Freund to take over. Rumour has it that
Browning so completely hated the script
that he would sit on set simply tearing
out of the pages he felt were redundant.
Of course Browning had originally
intended Dracula as a collaboration
between him and Lon Chaney, and
having lost his friend and original leading
man he had now lost interest in the
project. The resulting film is heavily
stylised, with extended periods of
silence, character close-ups for dramatic
effect, several title cards and a close up
of a newspaper article to advance the
story – all silent film techniques. The
actors’ performance styles tend toward
this approach also.
For a major Hollywood studio with
financial difficulties, Dracula, was a huge
gamble. Would an American audience
really be prepared for a serious full
length supernatural chiller from a literary
source, a horror story with no comic
relief, no trick ending, no downplaying of
the supernatural? The answer was yes.
Within 48 hours of its opening it had sold
50,000 tickets. Its success was assured.
Lugosi’s portrayal is widely regarded as
the definitive Dracula. It’s a mesmerizing
performance that became his signature
role, in turn making the character a
cultural icon, and himself a legend. The
role was as much a blessing as a curse
for Lugosi. Although an accomplished
stage actor it was clear that from the
moment he donned the cape on screen,
it would forever see him typecast as the
Count.
Five years later Universal released
Dracula’s Daughter (1936), a direct
sequel that starts immediately after the
end of the first film. Lugosi only played
a vampire in three other movies during
his career over a long period of time
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but this served only to feed the public
misconception that he portrayed Dracula
on film many times.
Dracula was to be Lugosi’s career
highlight and his career never really
achieved the same heights again. He
was given a temporary boost with
Universal’s Son of Frankenstein in 1939,
when he played the character role of
Ygor, in heavy makeup and beard. The
same year saw him also play a straight
character role as a stern commissar in
MGM’s comedy Ninotchka, starring Greta
Garbo. This small but prestigious role
could have been a turning point for the
actor, but within the year he was back
on Hollywood’s Poverty Row playing
in what, at best, were B films for other
studios. At Universal, he often received
star billing for what amounted to a
supporting part.
During military service Lugosi
developed severe, chronic sciatica which
got steadily worse as he got older, and
it was this that lead to his eventual drug
addiction. In 1943, he played the role of
Frankenstein’s monster in Universal’s
Frankenstein Meets the Wolfman, which
this time contained dialogue (Lugosi’s
voice had been dubbed over that of Lon
Chaney, Jr., from line readings at the
end of 1942’s The Ghost of Frankenstein
because Ygor’s brain had been
transplanted into the Monster).
Lugosi continued to play the
Monster with Ygor’s consciousness
but with groping gestures because
the Monster was now blind. Ultimately,
all of the Monster’s dialogue and all
references to his sightlessness were
edited out of the released film, leaving
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a bizarre performance characterized by
unexplained gestures and lip movements
with no words coming out.
He recreated his iconic role of Dracula
a second and last time on film in Abbott
and Costello Meet Frankenstein in 1948.
By this time, Lugosi’s drug use was so
notorious that the producers were not
even aware that Lugosi was still alive,
and had pencilled in actor Ian Keith for
the role.
Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein
was Bela Lugosi’s last “A” movie. For
the remainder of his life he appeared —
less and less frequently — in obscure,
low-budget features. From 1947 to 1950,
he performed in summer theatre, often
in productions of Dracula. Lugosi died
of a heart attack on August 16, 1956,
while lying on a couch in his Los Angeles
home. He was 73. He was believed
to have been clutching the script for
The Final Curtain, a planned Ed Wood
project, at the time of his death.
Contrary to popular belief, Lugosi
never requested to be buried in his cloak.
It was his wife and son who actually
made the decision believing that is
what he would have wanted. His alleged
profanity, owning of small dogs and
sleeping in coffins was a merely a myth
propagated by the film, Ed Wood.
So with Dracula such a success it
seemed only natural to move on to the
other classic gothic novel, Frankenstein,
that same year. There have been many
incarnations of Mary Shelley’s monster
and even this version contains more
differences than similarities. This is
largely due to the movie being based on
the 1920s play by Peggy Webling rather

than the original Shelley text.
Boris Karloff is unbilled in the opening
credits, with only a question mark being
used in place of his name, which was a
nod to a traditional theatre adaptations
billing - the monster without a name.
Universal, in full PR mode, had not
revealed in advance who was playing
the monster and had not released
any pictures of the monster in order
to conceal his appearance, although
Karloff’s name is revealed in the closing
credits, which otherwise duplicate the
credits from the opening under the
principle that “A Good Cast Is Worth
Repeating.”
There was controversy around this
point originally, as some part of the
management of Universal built up
the suspense of who was playing the
creature to gather interest in the film.
Lugosi was still largely thought to be in
the role of the creature up until the time
of the film’s release with some papers
still listing Lugosi as the performer.
Many came to see if Lugosi had
changed his mind about starring in
the film. It didn’t help that the famous
“electric beam eyes” poster, which
credited Lugosi as the monster was still
advertising the film. The creature with
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the now-famous flat head, neck-bolt
makeup was created by Universal
Studios’ seminal and massively
influential make-up artist Jack Pierce
who went on to create Lon Chaney Jr’s
Wolf Man and Karloff’s Mummy make-up
as well. William Henry Pratt, aka Boris
Karloff, was born in Dulwich and grew
up in Enfield. He was bow-legged, had
a lisp, and stuttered as a young boy.
He conquered his stutter, but not his
lisp, which was noticeable all through
his career. Karloff always claimed he
chose the first name “Boris” because it
sounded foreign and exotic, and that
“Karloff” was a family name. However,
his daughter Sara Karloff publicly denies
any knowledge of Slavic forebears,
“Karloff” or otherwise.
One reason for the name change
was to prevent embarrassment to his
family. Whether or not his brothers (all
dignified members of the British foreign
service) actually considered young
William the “black sheep of the family”
for having become an actor is uncertain.
He did not reunite with his family until
1933, when he went back to England to
make The Ghoul, extremely worried that
his siblings would disapprove of his new,
macabre claim to world fame. Instead,
his elder brothers jostled for position
around their “baby” brother and happily
posed for publicity photographs with
him.
The role of the Frankenstein monster
was to make Karloff a star. The bulky
costume and torturously administered
make-up produced the classic image.
Putting on the costume was a job in
itself, with the creature’s four-inch
platform shoes weighing 13 pounds
each, and Karloff having to sleep with
his head lodged in between two books
in order for him to not ruin his monster
make up. Universal Studios now owns
the copyright to the Jack Pierce-designed makeup.
As with most films, many ideas from
different sources contributed to its

success. It was Kenneth Strickfaden who
designed the electrical effects used in
the “creation scene.” So iconic was the
imagery that such effects came to be
considered an essential part of every
subsequent Frankenstein film from
Universal.
Accordingly, the equipment used to
produce them has come to be referred to
in fan circles as “Strickfadens.” It appears
that Strickfaden managed to secure the
use of at least one Tesla Coil built by the
then-aged Nikola Tesla himself. And it
is Strickfaden himself who doubles for
Karloff in the electrical “birth” scene,
because Karloff was terrified of being
electrocuted by the live voltage on the
stage. The film went on to even greater
success than Dracula, so much so that
the world’s most valuable movie poster
is the full color 1931 Frankenstein 81 inch
x 81 inch poster which is currently owned
by Stephen Fishler, a NY poster collector.
It is the only copy known to exist.
A year later, Karloff played another
iconic title character in The Mummy. The
Old Dark House (with Charles Laughton)
and the starring role in The Mask of
Fu Manchu quickly followed. All very
popular, these films confirmed Karloff’s
newfound stardom.
Horror remained Karloff’s primary
genre, and he gave a string of lauded
performances in 1930s Universal films,
including several with Béla Lugosi,
his main rival. Despite their creative
partnership, Karloff and Lugosi were
never close friends, though their alleged
hatred of each other was mainly just for
publicity.
In interviews Karloff himself suggested
that Lugosi was initially wary of him
when they acted together, believing that
Karloff would try to upstage him. For
Karloff this was not the case, and they
both settled down to work together

amicably. That said the Karloff’s on-set
demand to break from filming for
mid-afternoon tea annoyed Lugosi
greatly.
Karloff left Universal believing that the
Frankenstein franchise was exhausted
calling the latest instalment a ‘monster
clambake,’ with everything thrown in —
Frankenstein, Dracula, a hunchback and
a ‘man-beast’ that howled in the night.
It was too much. Karloff thought it was
ridiculous and said so.
During this period, Karloff was also
a frequent guest on radio programmes
and would ridicule his horror image with
Jack Benny. Boris was a charter member
of the Screen Actors Guild, and after
enduring arduous make up sessions in
his monster movies he became especially
outspoken about poor working
conditions in the mid-1930s, some of
which were downright dangerous.
Another Universal genre success of the
early 1930s was The Invisible Man, based
on the novel by H.G. Wells. Published in
1897, it was adapted for the screen by
R. C. Sherriff, Philip Wylie, and Preston
Sturges, whose work was considered
unsatisfactory and who was taken off the
project.
Directed by James Whale it starred
Claude Rains in his first American screen
appearance. Rains was not first choice.
Universal preferred Boris Karloff but he
withdrew after producer Carl Laemmle
Jr. tried too many times to cut his salary.
James Whale replaced Cyril Gardner as
director and problems in developing the
script held up the project for some time.
The film used clever and groundbreaking visual effects by John P. Fulton, John
J. Mescall and Frank D. Williams and
their work justifiably made the film a
success. Rains was shot in a completely
black velvet suit against a black velvet
background and then the trickery was
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achieved using a combined matte
process. The claustrophobic Rains found
it hard to breathe through the suit and a
notably shorter double, was sometimes
used. At the end of 1933 The New York
Times named the film as one of the Ten
Best of the year. H. G. Wells stated that
while he liked the picture it had one fault
- having taken his brilliant scientist and
changed him into a lunatic.
Many of Universal’s monster movie
actors would end up being typecast in
their signature roles, but Rains moved
quickly and successfully on to more
highbrow fare, including Casablanca and
Hitchcock’s Notorious.
Umpteen sequels followed, including
the now almost obligatory Abbot and
Costello outing. The comedy duo rode a
massive wave of success as they pillaged
the studios classic monsters although
ultimately Universal dropped the comedy
team in 1955 after they could not agree
on contract terms.
In the early 1950s the pair were chased
for back taxes by America’s Internal
Revenue Service, forcing them to sell
their homes and most of their assets,
including the rights to most of their films.
In 1935 the first Hollywood mainstream
werewolf movie was Universal’s Werewolf
of London starring Henry Hull (as Dr.
Glendon) but it was to be six years
before their classic second werewolf
film, The Wolf Man (1941) appeared,
starring Lon Chaney, Jr. in the title role.
But before then the unthinkable had
happened.
By 1935 Laemmle was losing control
of Universal. In the early and mid-1930s,
Laemmle’s son, Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
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produced a series of expensive and
commercially unsuccessful films for the
studio. But the end for the Laemmles
came with a remake of its 1929 flop
Show Boat. In late 1935, production on
the lavish and indulgent, remake began.
Laemmle Jr.’s spending set off the
company stockholders’ alarm.
They would not allow production to
start unless the Laemmles obtained
a loan. This very much went against
Laemmle Snr’s ethos, but the
stockholders forced the studio to seek
a $750,000 production loan from the
Standard Capital Corporation, pledging
the Laemmle family’s controlling interest
in Universal as collateral.
It was the first time Universal had ever
borrowed money for a production in its
entire history, and it was the beginning of
the end. Problems in production resulted
in a $300,000 overrun. When Standard
called the loan in, a cash-strapped
Universal couldn’t pay. Standard
foreclosed and seized control of the
studio on April 2, 1936.
Universal released the film a little over
a month after Standard seized control,
with both Laemmle names on the credits.
Financially the film was a huge success
and is still widely regarded as one of the
greatest film musicals of all time, but it
wasn’t enough to save the Laemmles.
Both were unceremoniously removed
from the company they had founded and
on 24th September 1939 Carl Laemmle,
now 72 years old, died.
Universal was now in a situation where
it could seldom afford its own stable of
stars, and often had to borrow talent
from other studios, or hired freelance

actors.
By 1941 during a lull in finances,
Universal’s cycle of horror films was
revived with Lon Chaney Jr.’s appearance
in the title role (aka Larry Talbot) in The
Wolf Man. It was Universal’s second
werewolf film. Chaney Jr appeared in
four more Universal wolf man sequels:
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man (1943),
House of Frankenstein (1944), House of
Dracula (1945), and yes, you’ve guessed
it, Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein
(1948). It was the only Universal horror
character to be played by the same actor
in the 1940s sequels, a fact of which
Chaney was immensely proud saying, ‘He
was my baby’
From an early age Lon Chaney Jr
worked hard to get out of his famous
father’s shadow. Chaney Snr had actively
discouraged him from show business,
and so Jnr attended business college
instead going onto great success in L.A.
It was only after his father’s death that
Chaney started acting in movies.
He was asked to test for the role
of Quasimodo for the 1939 remake of
The Hunchback of Notre Dame but
lost out to Charles Laughton. With his
third-billed character role in 1940’s One
Million B.C. as Victor Mature’s caveman
father, Chaney began to be viewed as
a character actor like his father. He had
in fact designed a swarthy, ape-like
Neanderthal make-up for himself, but
production decisions and union rules
prevented him from emulating his father
in that fashion.
By 1945 the British entrepreneur
J. Arthur Rank, hoping to expand
his American presence, bought into
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a four-way merger with Universal,
International Pictures, and producer
Kenneth Young to form United World
Pictures. The company was a failure and
was dissolved within one year.
Rank and International remained

interested in Universal, however,
culminating in the studio’s reorganization
as Universal-International. William Goetz,
a founder of International, was made
Head of Production at the renamed
Universal-International Pictures Inc.
Goetz, a son-in-law of Louis B. Mayer
decided to bring “prestige” to the new
company. He stopped the studio’s
low-budget production of B movies
(films under 65 minutes). It was also
William Goetz who bought an absolute
end to Universal’s famous monsters.
But Goetz’s tenure was short-lived. By
the late 1940s he was out, and the studio
reverted once more to the low-budget
fare it knew best. Inexpensive tat like
Francis the Talking Mule and the Ma and
Pa Kettle series became order of the
day. Once again, the films of Abbott
and Costello were among the studio’s
top-grossing productions
By 1962, Universal had been purchased
by talent agency MCA and for a few
years it became what it had never been:
a full-blown, first-class movie studio,
with leading actors and directors under
contract; offering slick, commercial films;
and a studio tour subsidiary.
But this was all too late, since the
audience was no longer there, By 1968,
the film production unit began to
downsize and the following year Boris
Karloff, after a long battle with arthritis
and emphysema contracted pneumonia
and died at 81. In 1973 Lon Chaney Jr,
now aged 67, died from heart failure.
It was all about the small screen now,
and by the 70’s Universal led the way in

the creation of the made-for-television
movie. Although its film unit did produce
occasional hits, among them Airport,
The Sting, American Graffiti, Earthquake,
it was a blockbuster monster movie
that restored the company’s fortunes. A
young director called Steven Spielberg
(whatever happened to him?) gave
them Jaws (1975) and later on the studio
would have Spielberg’s E.T. the ExtraTerrestrial and Jurassic Park.
Jaws was the first modern
‘blockbuster’ to top the $100 million
record in box-office business in North
America (easily eclipsing previous giants
Gone With the Wind (1939), The Sound
of Music (1965) and The Godfather.
Eventually, the film earned box-office
(domestic) of $260 million and over
$470 million worldwide and spurred
Hollywood studios to aggressively look
for further ‘big-event’ films that could
break weekend box-office records fuelled by increasingly expensive ad
campaigns - a trait which carries on to
this day.
In 1979, 40 years to the day when
his father died, Carl Laemmle Jnr
succumbed to a stroke aged 71. He was
a forgotten man by then, but the studio
that he and his father helped create
goes on from strength to strength in
our modern world. Today the studio still
flourishes, supplementing its studio tours
with Florida theme park rides based of
some of its most enduring films. The
studio remains a home to productions
and directors to numerous to mention.
It’s appeal remains, er, Universal. DSD
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